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CP/M 5yst..

CP/M Vers1on·2

ALGOL 60 VERSION 4.8C REI.!AS!- NOTE

Another example program supplied. 1. QSORT. the sortiDI pro~edure~,

described in the manual.

.'n1~ program CODE.ALG and CODE.ASe 1s an aid to users who wish ·to add
their own code routines to the runtime system. The program' produc:es an
output file which contains a reconstruction of the INPUT, OUTPUT, IOC and
ERROR tables described in the manual. 1111s file forms the basis of an
assembly code program to which users may edit in their routines... Pat:ts
not required may be removed as desired. The resulting program should
then be assembled and overlaid onto the runtime system" using DDT, the
resulti;lg code being SAVEd as a new runtime system. It 1s important that.
the CODE program be run using the version of the runtimesY$tem to. which
the code routines are to be linked else the tables produced DUly, be·\,
incompatible. -

1UU, Alsol 60

When used with CP/M version 2 the Algol Ifste. will accept disk drive
Dames extending from A: to P:

,

,

,
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Arun-L 1s a version of the RML zao Algol system 1nwh1c:h real variables
are represented DOt in the normal mantissalexponent form but rather as 32. ,
bit 2 s complement integers. This runtime system is useful for those
applleat10nswhere greater precision is desirable but without the need to
extend the number range to the extent allowed by the ~loa~1n8 point
representation. e.g. business programs. the number range allowed 1s from
(2 A 31)-1 to -(2 A 31). (about +2.15*10-9). The compiler itself remains
unchanged. Variables declared as integers will still be represented as
16 bit 2'9 complement numbers. This document outlines the diIferenees
from the Algol system described in the manual.

I

ttKL Aleol 60

LONG INTEGER ALGOL

C'/M Systea

STANDARD FUNCTIONS

the following functions have been removed:

sin. COSt sqrt, arctan. ln, exp

The function ent1er exists but 1s equivalent to • real to 1Dteger
assignment. For ~plet the statements

1:-ent1er(x)j
1:-x;

have the same effect.

LIBRARY PROCEDURES

the standard library file ' ALIB.ALG' can be used with AruD-L with the
following exception

Tandolll bas been removed.

Two additional library procedures can be found 1D file ' ARUNL.ALG'

powlO(n)
lrem(t.b)

DIVISION

Real division (/) always truncates the result towards zero in the same
way as with integer division (%). A procedure has been added to the
library (lrem) to give the remainder term lost by the division.

z:-lrem(t,b);

gives the remainder lost by the division

u:-t/b;

Research Machines 2 A110na" 1 CAn
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The result ot lrem will always have the S&mes1gn as the quotien.t (or
zero) in the same way as the MOD operator does for the integer case e.g.

t b t/b lrem(t,b)

8 4 3
8 ~ -3

-4 -3 .
4 3

INPUTIOtm'U~L

The dec.las1
for the ad,tij~

where 'n' 1
scaled by
(including
by lOAn.
result. Fo:'
would be 1
to be outpUT
decimal po
printing th~i

parameters
rwr1te; the

integer causes all t calls to read to be
lC lOAn. The digit string representing the number
Lonal exponent fields) is read and the result scaled
fractional part ~s then disregarded before returning the

~th n-2, on reading the number 123.4567 the result
On output the converse scaling is performed. !be value

irst converted internally into a digit string; the
,5 then effectively shifted left by , n'. digits before

in the required format. '!be meaning of the format
unchanged. This scaling on output applies only to

;er print routine (wr1t~) 1s unchanged.

'CESS ES

The foll,owi.;t;'g
have been .t~,;<r, 0'

to the runtime error numbers given in the manual

8
9
16
17
18
19

lea.,;;;
Ovel'
OYeit
Ove'i:' "!~' -

tll£:t
Larg~::

repr e ,S ~;~:n

etc.

integer) division by zero or lrem(t,O).
real multiply.
real addition.
real subtraction.

t~t:a.ndard function called e.g. sin, ,cos etc."
uegat1ve number -(2 A 31) with no eor~espoftd1~g positive

tion. This error can occur from abs, *. I. rem, rwr1te
1\'

Research ~chines
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STRING HANDLING

The following string handling routines were written by Clare Tags of the
London School of Economics. nte source code ean be found in the f11e
STRING.ALe.

,General Philosophy

1m RHL Algol variable strings are stored in BYTE ARRAYs whereas literal
strings are passed as STRINGs. ntis means that routines whic.h may have
variable or literal strings as arguments must have addresses as
parameters. In the Algol library supplied in ALIB.ALG there are four
such functions: atest. tIen. smatch and blmove as well as the literal
string specific function text. As these functions require the frequent
use of the functions location or sloe to find the relevant address. they
are rather unwieldy to use. In designing new string functions it was
decided to continue this distinction between variable and literal strings
and have special versions for routines commonly having literal
arguments. These routines are distinguishable by ending in an's' and in
general the rightmost string parameter is of type STRING.

In the following desc.riptions; b Is a single dimension BYTE AlUlAY
containing a string (1e • termina ted by 0). i 1s an index in the byte
array which indicates the start of the string and s is a literal string.
Most of the routines use som.e of the string handling library routines
(1e. location, tieD, smatch. s1oc, blmove, atest.). the routines provided
are:-

BOOLEAN PROCEDURE seq(bl,11,b2.i2)j

Gives equality of two strings starting at bl(ll] and b2(12).

BOOLEAN PROCEDURE seqs(b,l,s);

Gives equality of variable and literal string.

BOOLEAN PROCEDURE subeq(bl,11.b2,i2.1en);

Gives equality of substrings starting at bl(ll] and b2(i2] of
length len. If len 1s negative it defaults to the .. length of the
string starting at b2r12].

'1'

BOOLEAN PROCEDURE subeqs(b,1,s);

Gives equality of substring startins at b(i) and literal string
8 of length of s.

..;

Research Machines' 4 August 1980



Finds start of string startiDI at b2(12] in string starting ac
bl(il]. Result is index 111 hI or -1 1f not found.

'lKL Alsol 60 CP/M 5ystea

•

INT!GEa PlOC!DUR! sf1nds(b.1.s);

Same as sfind except 2nd operand 18 • lIteral atrtDa.

PROCEDURE scopy(bl.11.b2.12.1en);

Copies string from b2 into hI starting at b2r12] for len
eharacters starting at blr11]. If len 1s negative entire string'
1s copied.

PROCEDURE scopys(b.1.s);

Same as seopy but 2nd operand 1s a literal.

PROCEDURE stext(dev,b.1.len);

Outputs string to device dev starting at b(l) for len
characters or whole string if len 1s negative.

PROCEDURE sread(dev.b.1.1en);

leads a string from device d., into b starting at 1. leads len
character' or until cr 1s found. On return len 1s set to the
leDgthof the string wb1ch1s also term.1nated with a %ero.

Initialises integer or byte array b to character ch starting at
1 for len elements.

,,'

Research !".aeh1nes s



1<111.. ALgO! OU TRS-80 CP/~ Version

ALGOL 60 RELEASE NOTE
Compfler Vers1on4.1T, Runtime System 4.7T

TSR-80 MEl~RY ~.AP

via 'the TRS-SO keyboard.
the following alternative

The TRS-80 RAM starts at location 4200H instead of the normal zero for
CP/M computers. The absolute addresses described- on page 69 of the
manual should be offset by this amount. Users adding assembly code to
the runtime system are strongly advised to make use of the skeleton
generated by running the program CODE described below.

TRS-80 CHARACTER SET

The RML Algol 60 compiler accepts the full ASCII character set described
in the manual. ~!ote that on the TRS-SO VDU a number of characters do not

• appear as their ASCII representation e.g.

"(" appears as " ..u
It]" ......
"{ tl It +It

tt} It ,,-+,.

None of these characters (or A) can be input
The compiler has been modified to accept
5;J:lbols.

ft«" as alternative to
It»"
"@"

For exacple the state~ents

A«I»:-B@3; CRTL C:-&@C;

are the same as

U("
ttl"
It....

The program T.~:CON on the distribution disk can be used to convert
programs ·Jritten using the above representations into the standard form.

Switch options attached to filenames may be enclosed by '(' and ')'
instead of 'f' and 'l' (see page 39). for example:

DEV:-Flm>INPUT(ttDATA.DAT<B>");

Research ~chines 1
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TRS80 GRAPHICS

The graphics routines described in the manual as "for the RML380Z only"
(see pages 43,44,71 and 73) are available with'the following differences:

.
1. The origin is at the bottom left hand corner. not 4 lines up.

2.. For CHPOS the limits are O~x<64 and 0(y<16.

3. For POINT and LINE the limits are 0ix<128 and 0<y<48

4. The EMT call 1s no t available.

5. In POINT and LI~~ there is no difference in brightness bet~en z-l
and z-2.

6. The x resolution is about twice that of the y resolution instead of
being equal.

For programs using graphics it is often convenient to obtain characters
from the keyboard wi thout echo. This may be achieved wi th the call
3105(3,0). (See page 36). ~te also that all the control codes listed in

.C/I of the LEVEL II handbook work When sent to the VDC via stream 1. For
~xample, CHOL1(lt28) sends the cursor home to the top left corner•• The
source of the graphics routines is in ARL~G.ALG.

The distribution disc contains several simple examples of the use of
graphics (TESTl to TESTS). Some of these require a key to be struck
before moving on to the next display.

':he program DUCK is a game of "duck shooting"; respond '-~th an angle in
the range of about 4S to 90.

ASSE~tY CODE ROtTr~~s

!he program CCOE.ALG and CODE.ASe is an aid to users who _~sh to add
their Ot-."tl· code routines to the runtime system. The program produces an
output file ~~ich contains a reconstruction of the INPUT, OUTPUT. lOC and
E~~OR tables described in the manual. This file forms the basis of an
assembly code program to Which users may edit in their routines. Parts
not required may be removed as desired. The resulting program should
then be assembled and overlaid onto the runtime system using DDT, the
resulting code being SAVEd as a new runtime system. It is important that
the COD~ program be run usi~g the version of the runtime system to which
the code routines are to be linked else the tables produced may be
incompatible.

.-
Other example programs supplied are QSORT. the sorting
described in the manual, and S!ARTREK. the well known gaoe.

procedure

P~seardh ~achines 2 August 1980
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Compiler

ALGOL 60

. RELEASE NOTE

Version 4.1C

Z80 ALGOL

Runtime system Version 4.1R
4.1C

(380Z only)
(pure CP/M)

Users linking their own code procedures into the rUntime system should
note that the addresses of the necessary tables are contained in the
list of pointers located near the start of the code. The ~ples given
in the manual describe the mechanism; the exact locations of these
tables will vary between the various versions of the runtiBe system.

380Z USERS ONLY.

If you wish to- use a VDU as the outout device rather than the normal
memory mapped VT screen then the pure CP/M version of the runtime system
should be used (file ARUNe.COM on the disk). List the file README.DOC
for more information.

A number of additional test programs can be found on the distribution
disk which make use of the graphics facilities available.

A number of characters on the VT ROM do not print as the desired ASCII
code. In particular, square brackets appear as left and right arrows,
and braces (curly brackets) appear as one quarter and three quarters •

..
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INTRODUCTION

Z80 ALGOL

lHL Algol 1. an implementation of the Algol 60 language designed
••pee1ally for small computers. Almost all the features of Algol 60 are
implemented togetherw1th a significant number of extensions. The system

. is-essentially portable, the compiler, which is itself written in Algol,
having been "burned in" ave!" a period of several years on POPS and PDP 11
computers. The RML Algol for the zao running unde~ the -CP/M operating
system consists of a one-pass compiler and a runtime program. The
compiler translates the Algol source program into a machine independent
intermediate code which specifies the sequence in which a number of
subroutines is to be obeyed and which contains arguments for these
subroutines.

The intermediate codes each occupy only one byte of memory
resulting in a very compact object code. Roughly 10 bytes are required
to atore an average stateaent. The runtime program contains a loader for
the compiler output and all the routines required to run the Algol
prograa.

The compiler determines the minimum memory requirements of the
.ystem. The compiler and its runtime systP~ together occupy about 12K
bytes •. P~ogram work space and the CP/M operating system bring the total
.emory requirement to about 211C.

The runtime system requires about
toaether with program, data, and CP/M
proarame to run in as little as 16K bytes.

8K bytes of
requirements

memory. which
allows sizable

The availability of virtually the same compiler for %80. PDPll and
• POP8 computers makes it possible to develop programs on larger computers

-. and run hiah level programs on microcomputers which do not in themselves
have the I/O or memory capability to support CP/M or the compiler.

The modular construction of the programs allows the user to
optimise the runtime system to meet individual requirements. In
particular users can add I/O handlers, assembly code routines and error
handling without needing to become involved in the inner workings of the
aystem.

lML Algol 60 provides an ideal mediu. for the distribution of
precompiled software avoiding the need to supply progra~ sources.
Licences may be obtained from RHL to redistribute software linked to the
runtime system in this way.

'I'
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RESEARCH MACHINES

THE R.HL ALGOL LANGUAGE

%80 ALGOL

The Rla Alaol language 1s Algol 60 with a few restrictions. SOQe
of these are a result of the one-pass nature of the compiler. For
example variables must be declared textually before use. In othe~

possible ambiguous situations that a multi-pass compiler could resolve,
this compiler may require a "clue" as to the type of object being

. translated. These differences are described in the following sections.
A number of extensions to the language have been introduced. These
include the data type BYTE ARRAY, logical and MOD operators, and a
significant number of functions. Appendix 3 gives a summary of the
differences from the Algol 60 Report.

This manual describes the syntax of the language. The distribution
disk includes a number of example programs which are described in
appendix 4. Users new to structured programming may find it beneficial
to refer to an introductory manual on the language and also to· the
Algol 60 Report (see Bibliography).

LANGUAGE KEY WORDS A}.1l IDENTIFIERS

Some convention 1. required in Algol to distinguish between the
language key words. e.g. BEGIN. END, ELSE, etc •• and identifiers. In
textbooks this 1s usually done by printing the key words in bold: type.
In actual compilers some other convention is needed depending upon the
I/O hardware available. This compiler accepts tvo possible conventions.
The first must be used where the I/O is restricted to upper case
characters only. The second may be used where both upper and lover case
are available. Two small utilities are provided to convert between these
conventions (see appendix 4). '

CONVENTION 1. Upper case only. All basic language words must be enclosed
within single quote (') marks e.g.

SUH:-O;
'FOR' I:-l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' MAX 'DO'
SUM:-SUM+(X[I]-XM[I])A2;
B.MS : -SQRT (SUK!MA.X) ;

,,'

CONVENTION 2. Upper and lower ca••• All basic language words must be 1D
upper case and all 1dentt1ers must us. only lower case. The above
example now becomes:

sum:-O;
FOR 1:-1 STEP 1 UNTIL max DO
sum:-sum+(x[1]-xm(1)'-2;
rms:-sqrt(sum/max);

The compiler decides which of the the tvo conventions is being
u.ed from the first word of the program, which must be BEGIN. Once
selected th@ ~nmn4'A. L_
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upper case (which is how they appear if the identifier tables are
printed). The compiler only checks the first 2 letters of the language
key words. then skips until a suitable terminator 1s found (a closing
quote or a non upper case letter). This implies that in the second
convention adjacent language key words must be separated e.g.

THEN GaTO label; and not· THENCOTO label;

One small difference to note 1s the representation of real numbers
within the program. In the first convention decimal exponentiation is
represented by "Elt e.g. X:-1.234E-5 whereas in the second case a small
"e" must be used e.g. x:-l.234e-S. Note that when data 1s being read by
the program then a capital "E" is always used.

Users, if they so wish, may use any of the language key words for
the names of identifiers. As an example the following declaration 1s
perfectly acceptable_

BEGIN "INTEGER real,beg1n,end;

For the sake of readability the examples liven in this manual will
for the most part use the upper/lower case convention.

PRE-DECLARED IDENTIFIERS--_._------
Certain procedure names are recognised by the compiler without

declaration. Such identifiers may be regarded as haVing been declared
in • fictitious outer block enclosing the entire program and thus in
scope everywhere except where masked out by a local redeclarat1on. These
procedures include the input/output routines which are discussed later
.nd the standard functions as defined in the Algol 60 Report. In
addition to these there is the procedure "ioc" which takes a single
integer parameter. e.g-

lacen);

This routine serves a variety ~f purposes depending upon the value of n.
These include input/output sele~t1ont forest control and so on. These
uses will be discussed in the following sections to which they apply.
Another use of this procedure is as a ~1mple way of linking to code
·routines within the runtime system. An inspection of the file "ALIB.ALG'·
on the distribution disk shows that the majority of the procedures
consist -simply of a formal definition of their parameters with a. single
call to "ioc" as the body of the procedure. Users cay link in their own
code routines by this s~me method. The details are ciscussed later.

3
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a1n(x)

cos ex)

arctan(x)

In(x)

exp(x)

sqrt(x)

'abs(x)

sign(x)

entier(x)

Z80 ALGOL

STANDARD FUNCTIONS

x 1s in radians

x is in radians .

the result 1s in radians in the ranse -p1/2 to +p1/2.

natural logarithm

e to the pover x

square root of x

ab801~te value of x

delivers ~1. 0, or +1 aceord1~8 to whether x 18 .
negative, zero or p08itive.

returns the largest integer less or equal to z.
Thus 1£ x • 3.3 the result 1s 3.

1f x • -3.3 the result is -4.'
Note: as the result 18 1nteget the value of :
must 11e within the valid integer ranse of ~32768

to 32767.

In each of the above procedures x is called by VALUE and thus the actual
parameter may be an expression.

THE STRUCTURE OF AN ALGOL PROGRAM

.,J

ODe of the IDOSt important features of the Algol language 18 that
it 18 structure4. Just as round brackets define 8ub-expressions within
expressions. so the brackets BEGIN and END enclose a set ot statements
which are treated syntactically as a single statement. These bracketed
statements are used in c~utrol11ng the order of execution of the program
and largely replace the use of labels and caTOs since they are obeyed as
a whole or not at all. Such a statement is known as a compound statement
or, if it contains any declarations apart from labels, a block.
Statements within a compound statement are separated by semicolons.
Strictly speaking, an Algol program is one statement. because it must
start with BEGIN and end with END. A complete ~~ Algol program can be
represented thus

BEGtN .1; 82-; .3; •••••••• aD END FINISH

The statements sl. s2 etc. may be of any type, including compound
atatements and block•• The closing FINISH must be present. It is used by
the compiler to check that there are the same uumber of BEGINs and ENDs.

1:'" ..... ----
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is worth explaining why the "converted" consider this such an important
feature. An exacination of any Algol program reveals the modular nature
of its structure. each block containing specific declarations of t~e

variables, arrays and procedures relevant to its operation. Many users
new to such languages are at first irritated by the need to declare
explicitly every identifier in a program. While there may be some
justification for such criticism when considering trivial program
examples, the advantages become obvious as the programs become larger
and the declarations become a small percentage of the program. The block
in which an identifier is declared defines the "scope" of that
identifier. Outside that block the identifier has no meaning and
occupies no memory resource. The system thus takes on the role of
resource management. The allocation of memory to variables is done
dynamically as the program is being executed- On entering a block the
system makes available those resources defined in the declarations and
upon exit from that block these resources are reclaimed and made
available for other uses; thus the meoory required is always minimised.
The penalty in terms of runtime speed is negligible as most of the
organisation is done by the compiler. The total declarations throughout
the program may in fact be in excess of the memory of the computer
provided it is not all in scope at once. I~ languages such as Fortran,
on the other hand, the nearest one can get to this feature is· to work
out some cumbersome EQUIVALENCE statements ,,,·:.icb prvbably take longer to
define than the corresponding Algol declarations-

Economy of mecory can also be achieved using "dynamic bounds" on
array declarations. The declared bounds can be defined in terms of
arithmetic expressions evaluated at runtime on entering 3 block. These
bounds may be different each time the block is entered. The-size of the
arrays can be chosen to be the smallest that will do the required task.

Because memory is allocated dyna~ically in this way it is
important that programs make no assumptions on e~ter1ng a block about
the initial values of variables declared therein. Between leaVing a
block and re-entering it the memory used by such variables may have been
re-used for other purposes and indeed, in the case of pro~edures, the
variables need not even occupy the same memory addresses each time the
block is entered. If it is important that a particular variable should
preserve its value between leaving and entering a block then its
declaration should be removed to an outer block such that it remains "in
scope".

The localisation of the scope of variables to that of the block in
which they are declared also economises on the use of identifiers. The
same names can be declared within several blocks without ambiguity as to
which is being referred to. This also helps when program segments from
var16us sources are combined without leading to cajor problems with
conflicting identifiers'.

5
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Z80 ALGOL

BLOCXS AND DECLARATIONS
~--.._...-_._._._._--........---....

It bas been mentioned already that variables must be declared
before being used and that the presence of such declarations makes a
compound statement into a block. All declarations must be placed
~mmediately after a BEGIN or another declaration. This does not apply to
labels, which are set by placing an identifier terminated by a colon
just in front of the statement to be labelled. The form of •
declaration of a set of unsubscripted variables of the same type 1s:

Type identl, ldent2 •••••••• ldentn;

"Type" may be IlEAL, INTEGER, or BOOLEAN. identl etc. represeDt
the names of the identifiers. Variables may be used within the block in
which they are declared from the point of their declaration up until the
corresponding END. Outside this range they do not exist and are said to
be out of scope. Procedures and labels may be used before declaratiOD,
but the declaration must still be such that they are in scope at the
point they are used. Variables and switcnes must be declared before they
are used. This is so that the compiler can distinguish them from
functions, which may be used before declaration. This restriction 18
not made in full Algol, in which variables m.y ~e referenced before
declaration as long as they are in scope. To each identifier used in a
given block there must be a corresponding declaration. It follows that
all identifiers declared in a block must be unique. The same identifiers
may however be re-used within other blocks. Where au identifier is used
within an inner block and also an enclosing outer block then the inner
declaration takes precedence for the duration of the inner block. The
outer declaration is effectively "masked out" but ita value is preserved
and again becomes accessible ou leaving the inner block. Consider the .
following:

BEGIN REAL x.YtP; INTEGER i,p;
81; 82;
BEGIN REAL x.z; 831;:;
ENd

END

Statements 81 and 82 cannot refer to z because it is out' of scope; .3
cannot refer to the first x because the1nner declarat100 will take
precedence. When 83 refers to x it will always ~e the one declared with
Zt but 83 may refer to y and to 1. The identifier p is declared twice
within the same block and will generate a compile time error.
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PROCR.AM LAYOUT MID STYLE-_.._-----..

Z80 ALGOL

/

The layout ot an Algol program is almost entirely within the hands
of the programcer. Such concepts as line number or column number have no
meaning in Algol. Layout characters such as new lines, spaces, and tabs
are &e~erally ignored except for the following cases.

1. Spaces are significant within strings.
2. Language key words and double character symbols should

contain no embedded layout characters e.g.

BEGIN
a>-b
a:-b

and Dot:
BE GIN
a> -b
a: -b

In all other contexts the programmer 1s tree to layout the prosram as
he wishes. The resulting text may thus range from the very elegant to
the totally unintelligible. As intelligent layout requires no additional
work and results in programs far easier to follow and modify, users are
urged to develop a good layout style which should reflect the block
structure inherent in an Algol program. Use tab stops to indent text
with BEGIN and END pairs aligned as in the examples given in this
manual. Labels should start on a new line to the left of the program
atatements. Statements are separated by semicolons or language key words

" and not by new line characters, so that 1f necessary expressions may
extend over several lines of text. Si~larly one line may contain
.everal shorter statements.

Identifiers should reflect the nature of the quantities they
represent; spaces may be included within identifiers if it makes the
resulting text more readable. They will be ignored by the compiler.
Frequently used loop variables and array subscripts are often most
conveniently represented by a single letter identifier e.g •

.
end of fl1e:-char-&~Z;

total:-total+term;
FOR 1:-1ower STEP interval 'mTIL upper DO ••••
volume:-height*length*v1dth;

.\'

Comments should be included where they make the workings of the program
more understandable and are described later.
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%80 ALGOL

DATA TYPES

The data 1~-th. computer memory which may be manipulated by the
program is either numeric or Boolean. Numeric values may be real or
integer. The difference is that integers have no fractional part and
occupy 2 bytes of memory, while real quantities are held in exponent and
mantissa form and occupy 4 bytes. The Algol system converts numbers from
one type to the other whenever necessary. Arithmetic expressions may
contain a mixture of real and integer quantities.

Numerical and Boolean data may appear within the program as
literal values. An integer literal 18 one which has neither a decimal
point nor a decimal exponent part. Examples are 3, -200, +1234. The
ranse of integers 1s -32768 to 32767. leal numbers contain either a
decimal point or a decimal exponent. indicated by E or e (depending upoa
which convention i8 in use), or both. Examples are 0.1, ..2.345. 1.2!3.
25. 7e-7. Real numbers use one byte for the exponent and three for the.
mantissa giving a range of magnitudes from approximately E-38 to E+38
and between 6 and 7 decimal digits of prec1~1oD.

Boolean literals are tha language key words TiUE and FALS!.

"
mENTIFIERS AND SYMBOLS

••i

A RML Algol program consists of a sequence of symbol. wbieh ara
printing characters on a standard teletype. terminal or its equivalent.
Editing and layout character. are generally ignored by the compiler
except where indicated in the following sections. The symbols are
frequently grouped into units which the compiler treats as a single
entity. These groups are the numeric constants just described, the
language key words such as BEGIN and TRUE (which are strings of letters
enclosed in single quotes or in upper case depending upon the convention
being used). and identifiers. Only the first two letters of a language
key word are significant. An identifier is the name given by the
programmer to a variable, label, switch, array or procedure. There is a
small group of Algol symbols which are made up of two characters. These
are the "assignment operator (:-), greater than or equals (>-) and less
than or equals «-). Identifiers consist of any number of alphanumeric \
characters of which the first must be a letter. Only the first six
characters are used, any extra ones being ignored. Letters are""in upper
or lower case depending upon the convention being used. Examples are x.
fred. ml, m2, abc123, abc1234. The last two are identical in RML Algol.

All identifiers referring to variables and switches must be
declared before they are used so that the compiler knovs to vhat type of
object they refer. Labels and procedures may be used before they are
declared because the type of the identifier can be deduced from the
context in which it is used.
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Subscripted variables in Algol are known as arrays. Real, integer,
and Boolean variables may be subscripted, while byte variables must be
subscripted. Like other variables, arrays are declared at the start of
• block. REAL ARRAY and ARRAY are equi~alent. The declaration of an
array with one subscript has the form:

AR.R.AY ident[ae:ae];

The aels represent arithmetic expressions'defining the bounds of
the subscript. Either or both bounds may be negative or zero, as long
as the second one 1s not lower than the first. Real aels will be rounded
towards the nearest integer. If there is more than one subscript, the
bound pairs are separated by commas; there is no limit to the number of
subscripts. other than the amount of availible memory. If more than one
array is to have the same bounds, the bounds need only be specified
after the last one. One declaration may contain any number of array
names:

INTEGER ARRAY 1a[1:30,I:S];
BOOLEAN ARRAY bal, ba2 (1:n,l:3], ba3 (0:20],

ba4. baS (1:2*n):

When arrays are declared with variable bounds care should be taken
that the variables have defined values. This means that they should be
declared in an outer block and have b~en assigned values. This feature
is used to partition the available storage according to the data.

When an array 1s used an arithmetic expression is put in each
8ubscript position. The following are possible statements, using the
examples above. Conditional expressionS are de~cribed later.

1a[I,4]:-7i
'1a[n,m):-ia[1a(n,2).ia[n.ml}j

. 1a[n.3]:-IF ba2[3,1] AND ba3[n] THEN
1a[1a[3*n,ll. IF ba3(Ol THEN 2 ELSE 0]
ELSE n-;

ARRAY MDIORY LAYOUT AND BOUND CHECKING______.._~..,_.._b_._. ......- _

. ~

The elements of an array occupy a contiguous region of'I'memory. In
mult1-d1=ens1onal arrays the last subscript varies most rapidly. For
example, consider a two. dimensional array declared as

a[m:n, p:q]

The address of element a[i.j] ¥ould be given by an equation of the form

base + size * «1-m)*(q-p+l)+(j-p»

where size is 1, 2 or 4 depending on th~ type of the ar~ay (Boolean or

9
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byte, integer. or real). At runtime a check is made that the address
computed lies within the limits allocated tor the storage of the array.
Note that for multi-dimensional arrays this does not necessarily meaD
that all subscripts lie within the declared bounds. For example. the
element a[-1,15] would be acceptable for an array declared as
.[0:9.0:9].

BYTE ARR.AYS

The introduction of BYTE arrays in RML Algol 1. an extens10a to
the language as defined.1n the Algol 60 Report. BYTE arrays allow for
the efficient use of memory when string manipulation or small integer
values are required. Within expressions BYTE array elements are treated
as type INTEGER. and may be used in any context where an integer is
allowed.

Within expressions the contents of a byte array element become the
integer value. and the 8 most significant bits of the integer are set to
zero. Thus

1:-b (n) .

will always yield a positive value for 1 in the rans- 0 to +255.
,

When assigning to a byte array element, the expression O'D the
right hand side 18 first converted to type integer if necessary. the
eight least significant bits of which are then assigned to the byte
array element, the-S most significant bits being discarded without aDy
check.ing. Thus

b[l):"'l;
i :-b [1J

vill .ssigu to 1 the value +255. The em11 time the compiler
distinguishes between an INTEGER ARRAY and a BYTE ARRAY 1s at the
declaration. In all other contexts the two may be used interchangeablyn
In particular, a formal procedure ~arameter specified as type INTEGER
ARRAY or BYTE ARRAY vill aecept e~ther as the actual parameter. E·8·.

BEGIN INTEGER AlUlAY 1 [0: 100] ;
BYTE AlUlAY b[O:lOO);

paOCEDuaE xx(a): INTEGER AlUlAY a;
BEGIN ........
END;

xx(1); xx(b); •••

vill be accepted.
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An expression is a section of program which delivers a result. ~.
r ••ult may be of type REAL, INTEGER, BOOLEAN, or LAB£t.

The result of a numerical expression is real unless all the
var1abl~s and literals within it are integer and it contains no real
operators. The real operators are exponentiation (denoted by A) and real
division (I). Arithcetic expressions are evaluated with due regard to
operator priority and from left to right where these are equal.
Parentheses may be used to change the order of evaluation. The following
is a list of the arithmetic and logical operators together with their
priorities.

operator priority ~ean1ng---- ., .-

(highest priority)
A 3 exponentiation
* 2 multiplication
I 2 real division
% ... intejer division..
MOD 2 integer modulus
+ 1 addition

1 subtraction
MASK. 1 logical AND
DIFFER. 1 logical EXCLUSI\~ OR
I 1 logical OR

(lowest priority)

The operato~s MOD, MASK. DIFFER, and I are additional to those defined
in the Alsol 60 Report.

The operators %, MOD, MASK, DIFFER. and! take two integer
operands and. deliver an integer result. The result of integer division
(%) is truncated towards zero. The result of integer modulus (MOD) is
the remainder lost by integer division. Note that

1 MOD 0

will alvays return the value zero while

1%0 or x/a "

vill aive a division by zero runtime er~or.

The logical operators MASK, DIFFER and 1
1nteser arguments as a pattern of 16 bits thus:

3 ! S -7
3 MASK 5 -1
3 DIFFER 5 -6

.,'

consider each of the tvo

•

Apart from the cases just discussed, expressions may contain any
mixture of real and integer quantities, and conversion between types

1 1
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will occur automatically as context dictates. For example

B~GIN REAL x.y;
INTEGER 1,j;......
1:-x.y; x:-x*1; i:~Ay;

1:-x~1j x:-1%jj......
are all valid operations.

-,

In conversion froll real to integer the result 1s rounded towards
the nearest integer value.

Boolean expressions are made up of Boolean variables, the literals
TRUE and FALSE. arithmetic relations, Boolean procedures, and Boolean
operators. The Boolean operators are in order of precedence from highest
to lowest priorities.

NOT NOT b: i8 FALSE if b is true and nO! 1f b 18
FALSE.

AND b AND c: is nUE if bo th b and c are TaUE
otherwise it 1s FALSE.

01. b OIl c.: is nOE if either b or c 18 TRUE
(regardless of the other) otherwise it 18 FALSE.

IMPLIES b IMPLIES c: i8 FALSE only if b is TRUE and c: 18
FALSE, otherwise it is TRUE.

EQUIVALENT b EQUIVALENt e: is nUE 1£ b and c have the same
truth value and FALSE otherwise.

The relational operators are

• equals
> greater than.
>- greater than or 'qual
<. less than
<- less than or equal
, Dot equals

aelational operators are dyadic. Care should be taken with th. uae' of •
and , where either argument is of type real. In this case an exact
equals only occurs 1f both arguments have exactly the same bit patterD,
whic.h in the context of real quantities involving rounding may not be
very meaningful. A more sensible test to make may be to check 1f the
absolute difference 1s less than (or greater than) some small quantity

e·l-

replace
IP x-y THEN ••• ~

with
IF abs(x-y)<O.OOOl THEN ••••

As with arithmetic expressions. the order of
cbanaed by the use of parentheses to group terms.

evaluat100 may be
• ••••• _ • f

. "
."
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Examples of Boolean expressions are:

NOT x<S OR bvl AND (y-O OR bv2)
x I (y-5)
+(x-S)--2 <- 20

Z80 ALGOL

where x and yare numeric variables or procedures and bvl and bv2 4re
Boolean variables or proced~res.

Note the plus sign before the parentheses in the last example. If
this had been absent, the compiler would have assumed that the bracket
enclosed a Boolean expression and would have indicated an error on
finding the closing bracket instead of the expected relational operator.
In the first example the brackets do enclose a Boolean expression.
(This way of forcing the compiler to recognise a bracketed arithmetic
expression within a Boolean expression is not necessary in full
Algol 60). The RHL Algol compiler can deal ~ith expres310ns such as
x-5>-20 correctly because x must be numeric. Similarly, in the second
examp 1e J the express ion af ter the' mus t be numeric:, so the camp iler
does not ~eed a plus sign- In this case the brackets are not essential
either.

STltIl;GS A..\'D CRAll.'\CTER LITEB.ALS_____________ II ••_~... _

A string in Algol consists of a sequence of characters enclosed
within double quotes e.g.

text(l,"Hello Dolly");

All characters within the quotes with an ASCII value less thaD 32 are
ignored. This includes carriage return-. tab, and control characters but
apace 1s permitted. In order that these and other characters may:be
included within strings the following convention is used. The characters
* and ~ have special significance and are always considered in
conjunction with the character following.

CONTROL CHARACTERS
-]:

will insert CONTROL-X into the string. In eeneral A has the effect of
stripping off all but the S least significant bits of the following
character.

LAYOUT C~UlACTERS

*N
*c
*L
*s
*T
*p

tIl

Inserts carriage return/linefeed into string.
Inserts carriage return.
Inserts l1nefeed.
Inserts space (a literal space is also allowed).
Inserts tab.
Inserts ne~ page (formfeed).

13
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be.

All other characters following * are taken literally; in particular.

** Inserts *
.-- I~serte ...
• " Inserts "

For example

text(l."An example *"STR.INC*"
*Smight look 11k
e th1s*NX*""'2+Y*"'2.~·),

vill priDt OD the console as:

An example "STR.ING'· II1ght look 11ke this
r2+Y....2·

The internal representation of a 8tr1Da 1s a aeries of characters stored
in sequential bytes terminated by a zero value.

ClWlACTEB. LITERALS

The literal value of any character may be found using an ampersand #&'
character followed immediately by the required character. For example to
convert a character digit to a number between 0 and 9 we have

1:-ch1n(1)-&O.

or to output an X then

chout(l,&X);

The convention described above 1nvolviha * and - also
cheek for end of file (CONTROL-Z),

.....

applies, 80 to

1:-chin(dev);
IF 1-&'-Z THEN ••••

or to check for a carr!age return·character.

IF 1-&*C THEN ••••
'l'

The two exceptions are &*N and &*" which will lead to the wrona result.
The first generates 2 characters and the second 1. written &".

Character literals are of type integer.
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The general for. 1s:

var1able:-expres81ou
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The variable on the left hand side is ass1aned the value of the
expression ori the right. Note that in Algol the assignment operator is
the double character symbol (:-) and. not the equal sign (-) which is a
relational operator. Multiple assignments are not implemented in this
version of Algol. If the variable 1s Boolean the expression must also
be Boolean. If the variable 1s numeric the expression may deliver an
integer or a real result; it will be converted to the type of the
variable if necessary, real numbers being rounded towards the nearest
integer. Exacples:

1 :- 3+j;
x :- IF be THE~ j%5 ELSE 36.75;
bv :- 117 . .

CONDITIONAL EXPRESS IC:'S
-------------

A conditional expression is one that takes one of several values
depending on the result of one or more Boolean e~~ress1ons. The general
form is:

IF be THEN se ELSE e

he stands tor Boolean expression (it may itself be conditional), Ise
atands for 81Eple expression. which must Qot be conditional. and e for
any expression. Because e may also be conditional the fora can be
extended:

IF be THEN se ELSE IF be THEN se ELSE e

The expressions must all be numeric. all Boolean or all des1gnat1onal
(these are described' later)... A conditiOnal expression is made
unconditional by enclosing it in round bra~kets. The following is legal
Algol:

IF IF bvl THEN xl3 ELSE y-O THEN
(IF bv2 tHEN 2S ELSE 30) ELSE x+y

.\'

The first be 1s conditional. The ae (arithmetic expression) vithin
brackets is conditional and would not be allowed in that context without
its brackets. It is a general rule of Algol that IF must not follow
immediately after THEN. This is because it can result in ambiguous
code. Examples of conditional expressions ate:·

15
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&:-11 a>O THEN a*a £LSI 0;
large:-IF &>b THEN a ELSE b:
max:-IF a>-b AND a>-c THEN •

ELSE IF b>-. AND b>-' THEN b ELSE e;
.:-11 IF x>O THEN 1>0 ELSE 1<SO THEN 3*x ELSE 0;

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

These have the same form aa conditional expressions. except that
it 1. not necessary for there to be an ELSE part. There are eousequently
two forms of conditional statement:

IF be THEN 81
11 be THEN al ELSE .2

.1 must not be eond1t1onal but .2 11&'" be. I'll the f1rat ca. 110
aCatements are obeyed if the be delivers a FALSE result. In the second
ease s 1 is obeyed if the reaul t 18 nUE otherwise .2 18 obeyed. As .2
may be conditional this form. can be extended 1ndef1D.1tely:

IF bel THEN 81 El.SE IF be2 THEN .2 ELSE -3

Just a. expressions are made unconditional by enclosins them 11l
rouud brackets, 80 statements are unconditional if they are enclosed 1D
the brackets BEGIN and END. Examples of conditional statementa are:

IP &>0 THEN 8um:-8U~;

IF char-'-Z tHEN close(dev);

11 samp>max THEN m.ax:-samp
ELSE IF 8amp<m1n THEN ain:-samp;

11 a>b AND e>d THEN
BEGIN ••••••
END ELSE
BEGIN ••••••
END;

. FOa. STATEKbrS
e .,'

A FOR statement allows the repeated execution of • statement with
different values of • variable known as the controlled variable. The
general form is:

FOR var1able:·fle,fle••••••• fle D9 81
-I

81 may be conditional. The controlled variable mu8t be real or integu
and not subscripted. (In full Algol 60 subscripted variables are
allowed.) fle stands for "for list element... · Lists containing only one
element are allowed. There are ~hree types of for list .element (1) an
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arithmetic expression (2) a STEP element and (3) a WHILE element.

A STEP element has the form "ae STEP ae2 UNTIL ae3'·. After each
execution of the controlled statement the value ae2 1s added t~ tha
variable. Before each execution of s1, including the first, the variable
is tested against &e3. If it is greater than ae3 and ae2 is positive. or
less than ae3 when ae2 1s negative, then the element is said to be
exhausted. It should be Doted that ae2 and ae3 are evaluated each time
they are used. so that the value may be changed by the execution of the
controlled statement. A STEP element may result in the statement not
being executed at all. for example 1f ae>aeJ and ae2>0.

A WHILE element has the form "ae WHILE be". On each iteration the
arithmetic expression is evaluated and assigned to the variable. Then
the Boolean expression is evaluated and if the result is TRUE the
statement 1s executed, otherwise the element is exhausted. Examples of
FOR statements are:

FOR 1:-min STEP 1 UNTIL max DO sum:-sum+s[i];
FOR 1:-1 STEP i UNTIL 1024 DO
FOR 1:-1, 3, 99, j, -6, 11 DO
FOR x:-I, x*2 WHILF x~·025 DO
FOR 1:-100 STEP -I U~~IL -100 DO
FOR x:-O.l, 1, x*S WHILE x<lOOO, 20 STEP -5 ~~IL 0 DO ••

lOR loo~. can be nested as deeply as desired. For eX3mple~

FOR 1:-I STEP 1 UNTIL max DO
FOR j:-l STEP 1 UNTIL 1 DO a:·a+b[1.j]~2;

Matrix multiplication might look like:

FOR i: -I STEP 1 UNTIL III DO
FOR j:-l STEP 1 UNTIL D DO
BEGIN x:-O;

FOR k:-l STEP 1 UNTIL P DO x:-x+s[1,k)*brk.j);
c: (i , j ] :·x;

END;

The body of the FOR loop £ay be a ducmy state~ent. for example to skip
to the start of a new line.

FOR 1:-chin(dev) WHILE 1#*C DO

The loop variable may also be a dummy:
II'

FOR 1:-9 WHILE test DO body;

In this case body may be a procedure or block which sets a Boolean
variable test, or test could itself be a Boolean procedure.

FOR 1:-bodyl WHILE test DO body2
"\

In this example "bodyl could be an integer or
Boolean procedure, and ?ody2 a procedure

17

real procedure, test a
or blOCK, giving several
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possibilities for loop construet1on.

A FOR. loop 1. Dot a simple .tatement and eannot be called
following the THEN part of a conditional statement unless enclosed
within a BEGIN and END. It may however follow the ELSE clause without
needing an enclosing BEGIN and END.

DUMMY STATEMENTS

A dummy statement 1s one 1nwh1eh there 1. aoth1na before the
terminating END. ELSE or semicolon. E~le. are: .

BEGIN END
IF be THEN ;..••
BEGIN 81; END
IF be THEN ELSE ;
PROCEDURE dWIDY; ;

"t- _ •.------_..
lKL Alsol allow. three types of e01lllle11t. Any symbol. appearlDl

after an END until the first occurrence of semicolou. FINISH. END. or
ELSE are ignored. These are known aa END comment•• E.a-

END this 11 ignored;
END so is this ELSE
END and this also FINISH

The other fona 1.

COMMENT any sequence not containing semiC01011;

This form 1s allowed after a semicolon 01' after a BEGIN. Withi11 comments
siDgle quotes must be matched. An alternative to using ,the key word
COMMENT 18 to enclose text within braces. This is an extension to the
Algol 60 Report. Such comments may contain embedded matching braces. or
embedded unmatched single quotes. This form of commerit may be used
anywhere that COMMENT may be used. E.g.

{this {comment} 1s ignored}

Pull Algol 60 a180 allows an additional type of colIDent within procedure
calla and declarations.
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Any atatement may be labelled by preceding it with an identifier
and a colon. The scope of the label is the block in which it occurs.
Prolramcontrol 1s transferred to a labelled statement by a COIO
stcttement.

BEGIN REAL Xi 81; 82; GOTO lab; 83;
lab: 84
END

The folloWing 1s not allowed because the

GOTO lah;
BEGIN REAL X; a1; s2;
lab: s3
END:

label is not in scope:

Label. 10 an outer block 1141 however be accesseel from vith1n an inner
block e.a-

BECIN lEAL qi
lab: sl; 82;

BEGI~ RE.AL y;
83; GOTO lab;

END
END

It Jhould be noted that a compound statement doe. DOt become a block
becLuee there is a labelled statement within it. The second example
would have been allowed but for the declaration of x. For the same
reason labels in different compound statements but within the same block
must have different names.

A sw1tcn 1s a list of labels declared at the start of a block. All
the labels must be within scope at the declaration.

SWITCH s:-labl.lab2,lab3;

The simplest use of a switch 1s in a COTO statement. coro s[ae]. the ae
is evaluated and is used as an index to the list of labels in the
declaration. If, for example, the ae' has the value 2 the effect of the
8tatement 1s the same as GOTa lab2. If the value of ae is less . than 1
or greater than the number of labels in the declaration then the e~~ect

is that the statement is treated as a dummy statement. Example:

BEGIN SWITCH sw:-casel,case2,case3:
try: text_(l,"casenumber- tt

);

GOTa sw[chin(l)-&O];
text(l,"*Nillegal value"); GOTa trYj

case 1:
case2:
case3:

19
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Designat10Dal expressions are like arithmetic or Boolean
expressions. In a designational expression the elements may be labels or
switch elements. The full definition of a GOTe statement 1s:

cora de

where de stands for designational eX7~es.1oQ. An example:

GOTO IF x-a THEN lab 1 ELSE IP b THEN 8 (i+3] ELSE lab2

Designational expressions may also result in the address of a procedure,
as will be described in the section on procedure parameters. Thj an
extension of Algol 60. in which designational expressions at"

allowed for labels.

PROCEDURES

A procedure is a statement which 1s declared at the start of a
block. but it 1. not executed when the block is ~_er.d. It 1s given an
identifier and the appearance of its name causes the statement to be
executed. The simplest type of procedure has no parameters and does DOt
deliver a result.

BEGIN
PROCEDU1tE doth!s i-' 8 i

a1; .2; doth!s; 83; doth1.
END

• 18 the sta·tement which is executed when dothis appears in the program.
It 18 known as the body of the procedure. s is treated as a block even
if it bas the form of a compound statement or a single statement. This
ts to prevent GOTO statements from leading into a procedure which 1s not
active.

A procedure may deliver a result of type REAL, INTEGER, or
BOOLEAN. Such a pI:.ocedure is known as a "type procedure" or function.
Its name can then be used in expressions. which will cause the procedure
to be executed and the result to be used in evaluating the expression.
Within the procedure body the value which will be returned is set by
assigning it to the name of the procedure. Such an ass1gn~ent statement
may occur anywhere within the procedure body and there can be any number
of them. Execution of the procedure continues until either the end is
reached or a GOTO leads out .of it. If the name of the procedure occurs
within the procedure body itself, except on the left of an assignment as
just explained, then the procedure will call itself and is said to.be
recursive. The following example illustrates several points:
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BEGIN INTEGER. 1;
INTEGER PR.OCEDURE j j

IF 1<0 THEN GOTO nogood
ELSE IF 1-1 tHEN j:-O ELSE
BEGIN 1 :-1-1 j

j:-j+i
END procedure jj
1:-10j i:-j;

Dogood:
END
PINISH

zao ALGOL

I
f
t
t

The procedure refers to variable 1 which is declared in tDe main program
in the same block as the procedure. The declaration of 1 must come'first
or the compiler would have assumed that it refered to an as yet
undeclared procedure of type Boolean (lines 3 and 4) or integer (line
6). Line S would have failed because the identifier to the left of :
must be already declared. There must always be some condition which
causes a recursive procedure to deliver a result or exit without
recurs1ng, as on lines 3 and 4. If this bad not been done, or if 1 had
not been decremented on line S, the procedure would have called itself
until the available storage was used up. The lab~l nogood is attached to
a dummy statement. Note also that the body of the procedure does not
have to be enclosed by BEGIN and ~~j in this case it 1s a conditional
atatement.

PR.OCEDURES WITH PARAMETERS

The act10D of a procedure can be made to depend upon data supplied
to it throuah • list of parameters at the time it is called. The
procedure declarat1o~ contains a list of formal parameters. These are
the Dames which are used within the body of the procedure. The type of
each formal parameter is given in a specification, which looks rather
like a set of unsubscripted variable declarations. The list of formal
parameters 1s enclosed in round brackets and is placed immediately after
the name of the procedure. The identifiers are separated by commas.
Only the names are given, not subscripts or procedure parameters. For
example.

REAL PROCEDURE p(x,y,a.r,lab);
VALUE y; REAL x" j

IlEAL ARRAY a;
IlEAL PROCEDURE r;
LABEL lab;

'I

In f~ll Algol 60 a more complicated type of parameter separator (the
"fat comma") 1s also allowed.

21
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This is the simplest type of parameter. When the procedure 1.
called the actual parameters are evaluated and the value is passed to
the procedure. Within the procedure body a parameter called by value
acts in every way like a variable declared within the procedure, except
that it 1s assigned an initial value when the procedure is entered. The
value may be changed within the procedure but the new value is not
accessible once the procedure has finished.

PROCEDURE p(i,x,b); VALUE x,b,l;
REAL x; BOOLEAN b; INTEGER 1:
BEGIN IF b THEN a:-x+l ELSE a:-x~1;

x:-2*i; a:-x+1;
END

"an 1s a variable preViously declared outside the procedure. Note that
the VALUE specification must come before the part specifying the types
of the parameters. The RML Algol system converts between INTEGER and
REAL 1f the types of the actual and formai parameters are Dot the same.
No other type conversions are allowed. A possible call of this
procedure is:

p(S.32. 2.5*1, TRUE AND z>O)

where x and z are numeric variables.

Note the TRUE before the relat10D z>O. If th1s had DOt been
present the compiler would Dot have known that it should be eomp11iDi a ·
Boolean expression. All actual parameters which are Boolean values must
start with a Boolean identifier, or one of the symbols NOT, TRUE or
FALSE. For the same reason any identifier which 18 the first item of an
actual parameter must have been declared, 80 that the compiler knows
what type of expression to evaluate. It 1s never necessary to enclose
an actual parameter in brackets. These r~les are needed because the
RML Algol compiler makes only one pass through the source program. They
are not necessary in full Algol 60.

VA1l.IABLES CALLED BY NAME

Any formal parameter which is not specified to be VALUE 1. said
to be called by NAME. Instead of a value beina passed to the
procecedure, the address of the variable 1s transmitted. It follows
that the actual parameter must be the name of a variable of the correct
type. (In full Algol 60 an ~xpress1on is allowed and the address of a
routine to evaluate it 1s transmitted). When a variable called by name
is assigned to within the proc.edure body the variable specified in the
call 1s changed. Thus, variables called by name do not act like locally
declared variables. The formal name stands for the actual name used in
the call. The. actual parameter is brought within the scope of the
procedure body.
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In RML Algol, array parameters must be called by name. (The full
Allol 60 call of array names by ~alue involves making a local copy of
the whole array.) The actual parameter is the name of the array, without
aubser1pts. Within the procedure body the formal array name 1s used with
subscripts. There must be the same number of subscripts as in th~

or~81nal declaration of the array whose name was used as a parameter.
Array elements (an array name followed by subscripts) may be used within
or as an actual parameter, but only when the formal parameter is by
value. This compiler accepts the use of BYTE ARRAY and INtEGER ARRAY
interchangeably in procedure calls. (See the section on byte arrays).

Objects called by name may be passed on from procedure to
procedure through the parameter list. Unsubscripted variables called by
name may be used as the controlled variable in a FOR statement.

BEG~ ARRAY ar [1: 20] ;
REAL Xj INTEGER ij

REAL PROCEDL'RE rp; rp: -1--2+2;

PROCEDURE p(a,k.z)i VALUE a;
REAL a; INTEGER k; ARRAY z;
FOR k:-l.2 DO z{k]:-rp*a;

ar (1] : -10;
p(ar[1]t1,ar);

END
FINISH

Vhea procedure p is called, the value of the parameter a 1s initialised
to be 10·.0 and k within the proc:edure becomes equivalent to 1 1n ta"le
.aiD program. When rp 1s called for the first time 1 has the value 1 so
the result of the expression which is assigned to rp is 3.0. z(l] is
assigned the value 3.0*10.0, which means that ar[l] becomes 30.0. Next
time. when 1-2, the value of rp is 6.0 but a still has the value 10.0 so
the effect of the statement 1s ar[2]:-60.0.

STRING ~\~ SWITCH PROCEDURE PARAMETERS
____~ ........_......_ IL ~ •• __

~~eD the formal parameter 1s a string, the actual parameter may ba
either a string of characters enclosed ~n double quote.marks or~ 1f the
call is within a procedure haVing a string parameter, the name of s~~h a
string. String parameters can only be used as actual parameters in
further procedure calls, so it follows that the information in the
string (as opposed to the address of the str1~g, which is the
information transmitted to the called procedure) can be used only by
machine code called from within the procedure. This may be done by
using the pre-declared procedure text(device,string), string handling
procedures in ALIB.ALG or some mach1n~ code written by the user and
activated by an ioc call. E.g.
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PROCEDURE moan(message,num);
VALUE num; INTEGER num; STRING message:
BEGIN text(l,"*NError at line ttl;

write(l,num)j text(l,message):
END;

The use of switch parameters 1s straightforward. The actual
parameter 18 the name of a switch.' When this name is used within the
procedure body (with a subscript) the effect is as if it had been used
1n the block in which the switch was declared. However in RMLAlgol (but
not in full Algol 60), if the execution of a parametric switch leads to
within a procedure which has been called recursively, then the return
is to the most recent call of the recursive procedure. If this
consideration is important the RML Algol programmer should use several
label parameters instead of a switch. RML Algol finds the correct
incarnation of a recursive procedure if it is jumped inco through a
label paraceter. A procedure has been called recursively if there 1s
more than one call in force. If A calls B, B calls C, and C calls A then
A has been used recursively. In practice this restriction is unlikely to
prove to be a limitation.

LABELS AND PROCEDURES AS PAlUMEIEllS

Th. treatment of parameters of type LABEL, PI.OCEDUIE. UAL
PltOCEDOB.E. INTEGEIt PROCEDURE and BOOLEAN PROCEDURE 18 .1m11ar~ The
actual parameter 1s a des1gnat1onal expression which in IKL Algol (but
Dot in full Algol 60) must be preceded by a type specification. This
~equire.ent 1s included so that the one-pass RML Algol compiler may
allow as yet undeclared procedures and labels to be used in procedure
actual parameters. As with variables called by name, arrays, and
switches, it is the address of the label or procedure which 1s passed to
the procedure being called. The actual parameter must be in scope at
the point of call but need not be within the scope of the called
procedure; its use as a parameter effectively brings it within scope. If
a procedure body contains a label declared with the same identifier as a
formal parameter of the procedure, then the formal parameter will take
precedence until after the declaration of the label. (In full Algol 60
the block structure always determines the order of precedenc~~.

The pre-declared functions and input/output names cannot be used
as procedure parameters, where the formal parameter is a procedure. A
dummy procedure which calls the pre-declared one must be used. This 1s
because the pre-declared procedures are not treated in the same vay as
those declared by the user, in order to shorten compiled programs and to
increase the speed of execution. (In full Algol 60 the pre-declared
procedure names can be used in this way). The pre-declared procedures
can of course be used in expressions where the formal parameter is· a
value parameter. sin(cos(3», for example, is allowed.

The RML Algol compiler does not differentiate between name and
value calls of parameters which are svitches. strino~- la~A1A --~

DrOC2dtl~.e- ~--- _L-
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(oaly allowed for labels and procedure types) the value is calculated on
procedure entry only, and not each time the parameter 1s used within the
procedure body. The calls of ail these parameters ara therefore by
value, although the cOQpiler do~s not force the user to specify this.

To illustrate these points. suppose that two procedures have the
following headings:-

PROCEDURE p(s,lab,rp,st);
SWITCH s; STRING st; LABEL lab.
lEAL PROCEDURE rpi

REAL PROCEDURE x(y,st); VALUE y;
REAL y; STRING stj

A pos8ible call is:

p(sw, LABEL IF be THEN labl ELSE lab2.
REAL PROCEDURE x •"abc")

A de.i.national expression has been used as an actual p.ra~eter of type
LABEL. As with arrays and switches only the name of the real procedure
is used as a parameter. The paraceters of the parametric procedure are
included when the procedure is actually c311ed, and not otherwise. A
possible call of x wihin the body if pis:

rp(rp(J,"DEFft),st)

sm.fHARY OF POINTS ON PROCEDURES .
......__~-. II•• •

OD entering a procedure the me~ary required is alloeated
dynamically according to the declarations. It follows that procedures
are intrinsically recursive in nature. the liDlit on the depth of
recursion being set by the available memory.

The body of a procedure 1s a "statement"; this may range from a
simple (even dummy) statement to a compound statement or block. ~1thin

such a block there may of course be further procedure declarations, so
that the following i~ a valid structure.

PROCEDURE tom;
BEGI~

PROCEDURE dick;
BEGIN

PROCEDURE harry;
BEGIN

sl; ••••
END;
52; ••••

END;
83; ••••

"t
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The scope of these procedures follows the normal rules of seoping. so
that statements a1 and 52 may refer to tom. dick or harry. statement 53
may refer to tom and dick but not harry •.

Statements within a procedure may make reference to any variable
that is "in scope". not just those passed through the parameter list. In
Fortran a COMMON statement would be necessary. It 1s also possible to
jump out of a procedure by means of a coro statement to any label that
1s within scope.

There 1s a problem regarding the seoping of procedures in the case
where the user declares a procedure of the same name as one of the
pre-declared ones. This results from the fact that these pre-declared
functions are compiled differently from those declared by the user. to
make them faster and tOo economise on memory. .

BEGIN INTEGER 1i

PR.OCEDURE abe;
BEGIN •••

Z: ••1D(Y~; ..... ...
.

END; ·
••••

REAL PROCEDURE sln(x);
VALUE x; REAL x;
BEGIN

••••.
END;

••••
END
FINISH

.~

I •.

.. ' .

Accordiul to the Algol 60 Report the scope of the two procedures "abc"
and "sin" is the block in which they are' declared. The statement
"z:-s1n(y)" in the first procedure is referring to the second. procedure
in the block. In this compiler however the statement will generate code
corresponding to a built-in procedure identifier that it already knows
about. No error message is given. The problem could be avo14ed 1D this
case by simply reversing the order of the two procedures. or better \
still changing the name so that no ambiguity can exist. There 18 DO

problem with procedures haVing names different from the built~1n ones.
As a general rule all procedure names are best kept unique amongst
themselves and also from the' variables •

• '1
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In Algol the exact form of Input/Output is not strictly defined
but left up to the implementer to cake best use of whatever facilities
are available. Input/Output takes place through a series of procedures
built into the runtime system. Input/Output 1s device independent. All
Input/Output is associated with a stream or device number. In the case
of non file-structured devices such as the console and printer
Input/Output can be performed by simply choosing the appropr1~te stream
number. these are summarised in appendix 2. In the case of disk files
however some pre-dialogue is necessary to open or create a specified
named file. In this case the corresponding stream numbers are allocated
dynamically by the system. The procedures to perform this dialogue are
described in a following section. In the case of disk files we also have
the choice of serial or random access. The latter will be dealt with
later.

S£R~ INPUT/OUTFUT

In all of the pre-declared I/O procedures the first parameter is the
stream number denoted by dey. The name val indicates a REAL variable and
ival an INTEGER variable. As the formal ?a~Qmeters are called by VALUE
the actual parameters may contain expressions; the system will convert
between integer and real ~alues 1£ necessary.

PROCEDURE skip(dev);

Outputs a carr1aae return/11nefeed to dev.

DtTEGElt PROCEDURE ch1n(dev);

Read the next character from dev. The result of the procedure is
the value of the character. In the case of disk input the
character CONTROL-Z is returned at the end of file.

REAL PROCEDURE read(dev);
or

. REAL PROCEDURE read(dev.label);

Read a floating point number or integer number from dey. The
number is in free format. and is terminated by any'character
which cannot be part of a number. Decimal exponentiation is
indicated by E. Spaces, tabs and blank lines preceding the
number are ignored but other characters will give an error. A
space will terminate the number except between the E and the
exponent field. Integers may be raad . without rounding errors
provided they appear as. valid i~:egers in tne input i.e without
decimal point or exponent parts. To ~llow the possibility of
reading a file of unknown le~gtht the second form given above
m3Y be used. In the event of passing the ecd of file control is
passed to the label. The name is not preceded by the LABEL
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source containing text
instructed to ignore any

cannot be part of the

a data
can be
which

-123 •• 123£-3

1oc(18);

1oc(19);

are no longer valid. The leading "Elt or "." is regarded as
comment; the actual numbers read in this case would be -6 and
45. To return to the default mode where comment. are not
permitted call:

A consequence of the use of this mode of reading da~a is that
numbers of the fora

Output a string to dey. See the section OD. strings regarding
interpretation of format and control characters. The string may
also be a string parameter of the procedure in which text 1s
called, in which case the actual param~ter is the string
identifier e.g.

Outputs a single brte to deY. If a character 1s to be output,
its ASCII value must be used. This can be found by usiuS the
character literal facility. For example.

chout(l,&X);

PROCEDURE mess8ge(s); STRING ••
BEGIN text(l,s); •••••••

will print X OD the terminal.

It may be desirable to read
comments. The read routine
character preceding the number
number by the call:

The. read routine will also accept the follov1ng although the
output routines never generate such formats:

indication as the compiler knows that the second parameter must
be a label or a designational expression. End of file is a legal
terminator; the jump will not happen unless another read 1s
done. If the optional label 1s not given a runtime error occurs
1f end of file is passed. Examples of valid number formats- are:

me ., D' e ' nOt' t $as tail. sri. b 'k 'etbf-,".' dG. ,. ...•. : _ rt ;_.o..tr=

PROCEDURE chout(dev,1val);

PROCEDURE text(dev,"str1DS");

RESEARCH ~L\CHINES
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PROCEDURE write(dev,ival);
or
PROCEDL~£ write(dev,1val,radix)i

Z80 ALGOL

Prints 1val as an integer on dev. The default radix is dec1~1.

Non-significant characters are not printed. If formatted print
1s requ1~ed use rwrite. Output 1~ octal or hexadecimal is
possible by including the optional third parameter.

radix-O
radix-l
radix-2

for decimal
for octal
for hexadecimal

I

Any other value for radix will lead to a runtime error.

PROCEDURE rwr1te(dev,val,a,b);
or
PROCEDURE rwTite(dev,val);

Floating point output to dev. val is the value ~o output,. and
b define the format such that:
•• total number of characters including sign and decimal point.
b· number of digits after the decimal p01nt.
If b 1s zero then ~e have formatted integer output. If the value
of a is inconsistent with that of b some large value will be
substituted.
If .-0 then exponent format is used with b decimal digits.
If both a and b are zero or 1£ they are omitted altogether as in
the above example then the program defaults to exponent format
with 6 decimal digits.

Various aspects of the output formatting can be controlled by/
call. to the predeclared procedure ioc. These calls have the effect of
setting flags within the runtime system which remain in effect until
some further' call 1s made to change then. Thes~ calls to ioc can be
considered in 3 groups. The first of each group 1s the default state in
effect when the program starts. The various calls within each group are
mutually exclusive.

The first group is concerned with what action 1s to be taken if
the value to be output is too large to be a~comodated by the specified
format.

ioc(6)
'I'

The routine first attempts to accomodate the number by moving
along the decimal point while maintaining the total field width
constant. If this fails the routine will use exponent format
provided the field vidth can be maintained' else a row of
asterisks U****" is printed indicating an out of range number.

29
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Print ,,+tt to indicate a positive number.

NOTE: calls to rwr1te and ¥Tit. are terminated by ~r1Dt1ng t~~ "default
space character" (see group 2 above). This is initially set to space
which serves as a terminator to separate output such that it can be
reread by the read routine.

Use the current default space character (see group 2 above)
~ere a positive sign is expected. Initially the default space
character 18 space. If ioe(ll) 1s called after 1oc(lO) the
result is to suppress the character slot reserved to indicate a
positive "result.

No format changes whatsoever are allowed. If the number cannot
be accomodated then a row of asterisks 1s printed.

Set the "default space character" to null (ASCII 0). Lead1na
zeros will be suppressed. The number is '~ft justified. (The
null character is trapped by the routine and not actually sent
to the output stream).

No error print allowed. When this 10e call is in effect the
error print indicated by a row of asterisks is never used.
Format changes are allowed; 1£ necessary exponent print will be
used regardless of the field width specified.

Set the "default space character" to space (ASCII 32). Lead1D8
zeros are printed as spaces.

The third group is concerned with the representation of positive
Dumber••

The second group 1s concerned with the representation of spaces
within the output format.

1oc(8)

RESEARCH MACHINES

1oc(7)
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The RHL Algol system allows the user the ability to select
input/output files or devices from within .the program or from the
console keyboard. For this purpose there exists a buffer into which I/o
selections are placed through I/O stream number 7. or through a number
of calls to ioc. The basic sequence of events consists of:

1. Place an I/O selection string into the buffer.
2. Call a command string interpreter to read the contents

of the buffer and copy the str1ng into 8:1 "input list"
and/or "output list" as appropriate.

3. A call of predeclared procedures "input" or "output"
reads the next entry in the "input list" or "output
list" and returns to the program the appropriate ,stream
number, having opened or created any necessary files.

Input from stream 7 is buffered and only made available to the
prolram when a carriage return character is entered. Incorrect
characters can be ramoved using the rubout key which on the lL'!!. 380Z is
done rsther more elegantly than on the pure CP/M version. There are t~o

pointers associated ~ith streaa 7, one with input and the other output.
As . characters are entered or read from t~.c! buffer the appropriate
pointer is advanced by 1. these pointers may be reset using th~

following ioc calls.

1oc(O)

Reset the input pointer. The next call of cbin(7) will return
the value of the first character 1n the buffer •

. ioc(l)

aeset output pointer and write a string terminator into ~le

first'buffer position. The next call of chout(7,char) will place
the value of char into the first position of the buffer a~d

advance the position of the string terminator. Note th~t

following the use of ioc(2) through ioc(5) described below,
before reading from stream 7 the programcer should issue both an
foe(O) and an ioe(l) to reset the pointer and wipe ou~ the
current buffer contents.

The following ioe calls allow input or ou'tput lists to be entered.

1oc(2)

This produces a prompt on the console of the form:

OUT-IN?

The user then enters a command strin~ of the general form:

output11st-input11st <cr>
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This is similar to 1oc(4) but the text 1s taken directly fro.
the contents of the buffer without any user prompt. A typical
calling sequence might be:

ioe(l); text(7,"lnput11st"); loc(S);

This string then becomes the current "input list", the output
list remaining unchanged.

The user then enters a command strios of the leneral fora: .

This produces a prompt OD the console of the form:'

ioc(l); text(7,"outputlist-1nputliat"); ioe(3);

This is similar to loc(2) but the text 1s taken directly from
the contents of the buffer without any user prompt. A typical
calling sequence to set up an input/output list might be:

When the carriage return <cr> character 1a liven to terminate
the" command line the command string interpreter is called.
Every character up to the sepa~at1ng equal sign (or carriage
return if no equal sign present) 1s copied and stored as the
current "output list" and everything after the equal sign is
copied and stored as the current "input list". A pointer 1s
associated with each of these lists and if a new input or output
list entry is found then the corresponding pointer is reset to
the start of that list. The detailed form of these lists is
described later.

RESEARCH MACHINES

The general form of the input and output lists consists of a sequence of
one or more device or file specifications separated by commas e.8-

Note: A call of 1oc(3) or 1oc(S) leaves t:he contents of the buffer
unaffected. The same string may if desired be parsed twice to set up
both input and output files of the same names. This 18 in fact done
within the compiler to select its input and output.

CON: ,A:OUT1', ~LST:.DATA.DAT(Bl ,iDR:

In the above example 4 output channels and 2 input channels are
specified. A call of the pre-declared pro~cdures input or output
(decribed later) will scan the appropriate list from the current
position up to the next occurrence of a comma or end of list 1nd1eatn~

A stream number will be returned corresnnnA~~- -~ ~.

ioe(4);

1oc(5)

b. nIt • ti n 0 en r t t• 'be s.cro
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A list of the device mneQon1cs used and their corresponding stream
numbers 1s given in appendix 2.

A CP/M file specification is of the general form:

DRIVE:FILENAME.£XT

The characters recognised within file names are letters. digits, '$# and
'1'; the latter should be reserved for specifying ambiguous file names.
Lower case letters are converted to upper case as per the normal Cp/~!

convention. All characters less than space (ASCII 0 to 32) are ignored
within I/O lis·ts.

the<FILENAME consists of ·from 1 to 8 characters. The file
extension ".EXT" if present consists of from 1 to 3 characters. If no
extension is given a default value will be assumed; this is initially
set to three spaces. The method of changing the default file extension
1s described under library procedure "swlist" in the section
"Input/Output directly to or from memory". It is possible to force the
use of the default f11e extension regardless of what 1s given by the
call:

1oc(20)

In order to return to the default situation where a specified f11e
extension takes precedence call:

ioc(21)

The DRIVE: consists of one of A:, B:, C:, D: or may be omitted. If
omitted a default is assumed according to the folloWing rules. At the
.tart of each list the assumed drive 1s the "logged on drive" when the
program is first entered. Any subsequent drive specified within the list
~ben becomes the default for following entries.

Switch options may be added to any input/output device or file
specification and consists of a series of up to 12 characters enclosed
within square brackets. Lower -case letters are converted to upper case.
Switch options must not contain a comma or equal sign. Certain switches
are recognised by the runtime system and acted upon; in the example
given above the input file DATA.OAT[B] the switch [B] causes the file to
be opened for "random access" reading- Other switches not used by the
system may be used by the program. A fac.ility exists for the progrCl:m to
read the switch list directly.

The occurrence of two adjacent commas vithin an I/O lis.~ is
equivalent to specifying the "null" input/output device Nt: (stream 0).

The ioc calls described above will have set up input/output lists.
These lists may now be used to assign files or devices through the
predeclared procedures input and output.
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dev:-1nput

Z80 ALGOL

•,
will read the next entry in th.• "input list". If the entry 1s
found to be a device then dev will be assigned a value
corresponding to that device name. If a disk file was specified
then that file will be opened. A buffer region will be allocated
to contain the f11e control block and sector buffer (1£ serial
access). The stream number returned will be from 64 upwards, the
actual value indicating which buffer is allocated to that file.

A negative value for deY indicates an error e.g- bad
syntax, no entry found in input list or no file found of that
name.

dev:-output

Similar to input but for output files or devices. A number of
options exist regarding what action 1s to be taken"if an output
file name specified is found already to .exist. These options are
selected by calls ·0 4 0C which set the appropriate flags within
the runtime system. The first 1s tl:.e default case.

1oc(13)

No c:hecks are made. A second file of the same name will be
ereated. A problem may be encountered later on trying to accesa
such files.

10«:(14)

The existing file of the name specified will be deleted before
the new file 18 created.

ioe(lS)

If a filo name is found to already exist the call of output will
return a stream number of -100. No new file 1s created.

CLOSING AND DELETING rnES

When the use of a file 1s completed it should be closed by. ea1l
of the predec.lared proc.edure: '\'

close(dev)

This will close the f1ie associated with stream dev by a
previous input or" output c.all. If dev does not correspond to a
disk file nothing happens. NOTE: If an OUTPUT FILE is not closed
its contents will be LOST. Input files should also be closed,
as this call also lserves to release the buffer and file control
block associated with that file and makes it available for
further use-
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delete(dev)

%80 ALGOL

This vill delete the file associated with dey by a previous
input or output call and release the fila control block 3U~

buffer for reuse.

INPUT/OUTPUT SUPPORT ROUTINES

The following additional procedures are recognised by the runt1:e
.ystem and are made known to the compiler by including the text of
ALIB.ALG with the program source.

rewind(dev)j

The serial input or output file associated with dev is (first
closed in the case of output files and) revound for reading fro~

the beginning.

dev:-f1ndinput ('·strins") i

This call will open the file or device ~~f1ned in "string" for
input on stream dev. If the first character of "string" is found
to be a question cark ·1' then the effect 1s as follows. ~e
remainder of the string 1s printed on the console as a pro~t t~

the operator who enters the requ1re~ input file or device name.
e.g"

dev:-findinput("?Source file·");

vill prompt the operator:

· Source f 11e-

who then enters the required name.

clev:.f1nd1cput (ftDATA.DAT") ;

opens the file DATA.DAT on the logged on drive.

The input specification may in fact cocs1st of an "input lis::"
the first entry of which will be used and assigned todav. Not~

that the use of this procedure will wipe out any pr~v1ous ' input
specifications waiting in the input list.

.,'
dev:-f1ndou tput (n s t ring':>

This 1s analogous to f1ndinput but for output. The output
specification may if desired be generalised to be a cocplet~

input/output list as described under ioc(2) and ioc(3) above.
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1:-rename;
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This procedure renames a file. The old filename and drive
information 1. taken a8 the next entry in the "1nputlist". The
new filename is taken from the next entry in . the "output11st".
e-g-

{oc(i); .
text(7, ltFRED.A.BC-B:JOE.XYZ");
1oc(3);
1:-rename;

will rename file JOE.XYZ on drive B: .s FRED.ABC. Note that
the CP/M rename utility will rename all files that satiafy the
input specification_ On exit

1--1

1-255

implies a failure e.8. file not found or 111eaal
syntax.
CP/M reply from rename regardless of success or
failure.

The default file extension will be used if Done '1s specified. or
if 1oc(20) is in effect, will be used rega~dless. If a file of
the same name as the new name given is found already to exist
then the result vill be the same as described under procedure
"output" with regard to calls of 1oc(13) to 1oc(lS), namely:

ioc(l3)
1oc:(14)
1oc:(15)

1s-aevut(J."rrz")

No checks are made.
Eraae any pre-exist1u8 file. of the ~ame name.
Return the value ~lOO in 1.

The file associated with stream j by a previous call of input or
output is, closed and its file extension changed to the 3
character string given as the second parameter. This string
becomes the default file extension e.s.

j:-f1ndinput(ttFRED.A.BC");
1:-nevext(j,"nZ");

will rename the file FRED.ABC as FIlED.XYZ. No checks are made
'1'

as to the pre-ex1stence of files of the same name. A negative
result in 1 implies a failure; the expected reply is 2SS.

a:-blo8(n,bc)

This procedure performs a direct call through the BIOS jump
vector where

n • entry in the jump table (0 to 14)
be- contents of Be register pair on entry.
a • contents in A register on e~1t.

Refer to the CP/M System Alteration Guide for dAt.i1 ••
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a:-cpa(::,de)

This procedure performs a direct call to Cpht where

c • contents of C register on entry (0 to 27)
de- contents of DE register pair on entry.
a • result in A register·on.exit.

lafer to the CP!K Interface Guide for details.

l:-fcbloclc.(dev);

zao ALGOL

This returns in 1 the address of the file control block
associated with file stream dev. This can be useful only to
users who wish to manipulate CP/M facilities directly.

1:-exflt(a,t);

. f \ .

Extend the file control block list. The RML 'Algol system is
initially set up. to allow 4 serial files and 2 random aCC~S3

files open at any time. Should users ~aqu1re more than this
number of files then this procedure may be used to extend the
list of file control blocks available. Each call extends tha
length of the list by one. Ou exit a negative value in i
indicates an atte~pt has been made to extend beyond its max1muQ

· length of 16 entries. The parameters to exflt are:

• • address of buffer to use
t • file type
If taO then serial f11e else random access

The buffers used are user declared arrays, the address of which
is found using procedure location e.g.

BEGIN BYTE ARRAY buf(O:160];
1:-exflt(location(buf(O),O);

The buffer sizes required are for serial files 161 bytes (33 for
file control block + 128 for sector buffer) and for randoa
access files 33 bytes. It is the user's responsibility to ensure
that the array 1s large enough to accommodate the buff~r and
that such buffers do not overlap or become overwritten.

INPUT/OUTPUT DIRECTLY TO OR FROM MD10RY

- As an aid to text processing and related manipulation e.g. sett1nt
~p file extensions or reading the switch list a facility exists to reac
or write using the standard 1npu.~ output y:cutines directly to or fro~

anywhere in memory. Such I/O is associated with stream nu~ber 10. A
number of string handling routines relevant to the following 3r~

described in the section on "library procedures". Before I/O can be
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been used to
values of the

•

BEGIN BYTE ARRAY buf (0: 1000] ;
seto(loeation(buf[O);
set1(location(buf[O);
rwrite(lO.x.O,6); •••••••
1:-opoint; •••••••
x:-·read(lO) ;

A typical sequence might be:

Returns in 1 the current address of the output potDter.

Set the OUTPUT pointer to the address a.

It 1s the user'•.responsibility to ensure that such I/O stay. within the
declared"bounds of the array buffer used.

Returns in 1 the address of the switch list.

Returns in 1 the current address of ~he input pointer.

set1(swlist);
1:-ch1n(10) ;_;

The user can check if any switch option. have been specified follovina a
call of "input" or "output" by reading the contents of this switch list.
These switches (a maximum of 12 characters) can be read us1D8 input
stream 10. A typical sequence might be:

Set the INPUT pointer to the address a.

The first switch is now in 1. The list 18 terminated with a zero value.
The switch list always contains information relevant to the most recent
call of the procedures "input" or "output".

1:-opo1nt

1:-1po1nt

In practice a call of location would probably have
find the address. In order to find the current
input/output pointers:

performed via memory it is necessary for the user to set up pointers to
where input/output is to occur. As each character is read/WTitten the
corresponding pointer is advanced by one. The following procedures to
manipulate these pointers are in ALIB.ALe.

IESEARCH MACHINES
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The default file extension 1s stored in t"h. 'I 1...... - 

list. ThiA ~.~ ----
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characters into the appropriate buffer by means of output to stream 10

••••
seto(sv11st+13);
text (10. "rIZ") ;

This sequence will set the default file extension to XYZ. OD entry the
default extension 1s set to null. i.e. 3 spaces.

This technique can also be used as a way of reading small quantities of
data in a manner similar to the DATA statement of BASIC. E.g.

seti(sloc( ft l.32 99.6 );
FOR 1:-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO x(11:-read(lO);

The procedure sloe is described in the section on library procedures.
Another example involving text can be found in the program ~~U.ALG on
the distribution disk.

RANDOM ACCESS FILES-----------------
A file may be opened to be read by random access rather than

••rial access. Such files are opened as "input" files with a switch CBl
set to signify block I/O. If the file is to be updated i.e. written to
then an additional switch 1s needed [B:-tl where the M indicates ·'modify".
These rules 1r~ly that only pre-existing files may be opened for random
access. As example of an "input" specification.

DATAl.DAT(Bl.DATA2.DAT(BM]

The first f11e is opened for random access reading and the second fo~

readlns/vr1.ting.

1:·rblock(dev~atbtn)

vill read n blocks from th~ disk file associated v1th streao
dey, starting at block number b, WTit1ng the contents in memory
starting at address a. The length of the transfer is 12S*n
bytes. The first block of the file 1s block number O. The
address in general will correspond to part of an array set,up by
means of procedure location (see section on library procedures)
e.g.

i:-rblock(dev.location(buf[O).b.lO)j

On exit 1 will. nave the following meaning.

i-O successful read.
i-I read past end of file.
1-2 reading unwrit~~n data.
1-3 hard error. .

6.'

The user should ensure that the declared arra7 is large enough
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to accept the transfer. Any part of a selected transfer
extending beyond the end of file will be set to ze~o.

1:-wblock(dev,a,b.n);

Will .write n blocks to disk; the parameters are the same as for
rblock. On completion 1 can take the following values.

1-0 successful write.
i-I error in extending file.
1-2 end of disk file.
i-3 hard error.
1-255 no more directory space available.

LIBRARY PROCEDURES

The following procedures are built into the runtime system and can be
made' known to the compiler by including tIle source of file "ALIB.ALG"
with the program. Some of Jh~ following are machine dependent but all
are available for the lML 380Z. See the list.ing of ttALIB.ALG" in
appendix 4 for the formal definitions of the procedure parameters.

1:-1ocat1on(x)

This returns with 1 set to the address of variable z; x may be
REAL, INTEGER, or an array element of type REAL, INTEGER, or

· BYTE. In the ease of !tEAL or INTEGEl argument. the addresa
returned is that of the slot assigned to that variable (see
description of the workings of the runtime system). Each slot
occupies 4 bytes and in the case of INTEGERs only the upper half
is used so that1n this case 2 should be added to set the actual
address containing the integer. Array elements as arguments
always return the correct address- The procedure works by
recalling the most recent variable address computed; as the
argument is called by value the compiler will in fact accept any
expression as the actual parameter, although the result will
correspond to the final variable specified. Users who wish to to
find the address of Boolean variables ~y con~truct a similar
procedure with the same body as location but with a formal
parameter of type-Boolean by value.

1:-fapace

This returns the number of bytes free (allowing for - a safety
margin for stack operations). Note that on large systems the
result may exceed 32K and thus appear to have a negative value
in two's complement representation.

blmove(a,f,len)

Block move of len bytes starting at &~jresa s to the block
starting at address f. In general the use of procedure location
(see above) would be used to set up the addresse~ e-g-
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blmove(locat1on(a[O]).locat1on(b(O]),lOO)

Z80 ALCOL

It 1. the user#s responsibility to ensure that such block ~oves

~tay within the limits of the declared arrays. This procedure
will work correctly if the two blocks overlap_

1:-peelc.(a)

Returns the byte value contained within the address given by a.
----.

poke(.,1)

Sets the contents of address given by a to the value ot (the 8
least significant bits of) 1.

a:-1n(c)

Input from a port. This procedure executes an IN A.eC)
instruction.

out(c:.a)

Output to a port. This procedure executes an OUT (e),A
instruction.

b:-par1ty(1)

This Boolean procedure returns TRUE 1f the character value of i
(8 least significant bits) has EVEN parity else FALS!.

SHIFTS AND ROTATES

In the following procedures v is the value (type I~GER) and n
18 the number of places to shift or rotate. Note that ooly the
4 least significant bits of n are used so its value should be 1:1
the range 0 to 15.

1:-shl(v,u)

1:-1sr(v,n)

·i:-asr(v.n)

1:-rotr(v,n)

Shift LEFT.

Logical shift RIGHT.

Arithmetic shift RIGHT.

Rotate LEFT.

Rotate RIGHT.

t,'

Arithmetic shift right extends the sign bit whereas logical
shift right always places zeros into vacated positions.

x:-random

Returns a psaudorandoQ number in the range 0 to 1.
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clarr(a.len)

zao ALGOL

Clear array area of length len bytes start1DI at address a.

'dpb(u.t,s,a)

Set up the disk parameters, u-unit number (0 to 3), t-erack.
s-sector, a-DMA address_

1:-rd1sk

Read the disk directly using information set up in a previous
call to dpb. The result from the CP/M call will be in 1.

1:-vd1sk

Write to disk directly using' lnformat1ou set up by a previous
call to dpb- Th. result from the CP/K call will be in 1.

1:-.1oc("strlng")

Returns in 1 the address of the start of the str1us- The actual
parameter may also be a string parameter ot a procedure e.a-

PROCEDURE x (9); STRING .;
BEGIN INTEGER i;

1:-s1oc:(s);
1 :-sloc (ttxyZ", ;

Stria._ COQsist of a series of characters stored in aequeat1al
bytes terminated by a zero.

atezt(dev,a)j

This 18 similar to the pre-declared procedure "text" but the
second parameter is the address of the string- e.l_

text(dev,"XYZ"); is equivalent to atext,(dev,eloc("XYZIt»;

1:-tlea(a) ,,'

Returns the length of the string whoae add~ess 1s at a. E.a•.

1:-tlen(sloc("XYZ"»; ""

returns the value 3.

1:-smatch(long,short)

This procedure compares t~o strings looking for the first match
within the long string corresponding to the contents of the
short string. The parameters are the adc=esses of the strings
If a match is found the value of 1 is set to the address within
the lnno Qt".,.-t "",.. ". -- -- I ~
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aatch 1s found 1 ·.,illbe set to zero. Additional catches lIlay b\!
found by giving as the starting address of long the value one
areater than the result of- the prev1.ous match.

th~ following procedures are only available for the r~L 3S0Z.

1:-emt(n)

The program executes an "EMI nit instruction; on exit 1 contains
the value returned in the accumulat~r.

vait(n)

Delay for 10*0 msecs, with u in the range 1 to 255.

The following procedures are concerned with low resolution araph1cs on
~be R!1L 380Z.

c:hpos(x,y)

The values of x and y define a coordinate position on the VT
screen with the origin set 4 lines up. The valid ranges for x
and y corresponding to the screen are thus

o <- x < 40 -4 <- 7 < 20

Output can nov be directed to the screen starting at the
specified position through device stream 11. As each character
is written the x coordinate is advanced one position to the
right. Once text e~tends beyond the limits of the screen it,
stays off for all subsequent text until reset by a further call
of chpos or point (see below). The use of graphics will in
general be associated with a call of emt(13) to clear the scree~

and set the 4 line scroller (see COS manual). Data may also be
read back from the screen through device stream 11; again the ~

coordinate 1s advances after each character read. Once beyond
the screen the value returned will be CONTRCL-Z. For example to
write "Hello" in the middle of the screen:

1:-emt(13);
chpos(17,,8) ;
text(ll."Hello");

·tt

po1nt(x.)',z)

This procedure plots a point on the screen of intensity z at
position (x.y), where:

-i
z·o
z-1
z-2
z>2

dot off
dim dot
bright dot
plot the char3c:~r v31ue of z

J ....
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In this case the coordinates (x.y) are in terms of the basic
graphical unit, again with the origin 4 lines up, so th4t:

o <- x < 80 , -12 <- Y < 60

This routine also set the screen coordinates for I/O through
device stream 11 as described under procedure chpoa.

I1ne(xl,yl.x2.y2.z)

This procedure draws a line from position (xl"l) to position
(x2,y2) where the values of x. y, and % are aa defined for
point.

LIBRARY INSERTS

A facility exists which allows the contents of "library" source
fil.. to be included with the body of the program at compile time, e.8.

LIBRARY "B:ALIB.ALG'·

or. U81nS the upper case conve~t1on,

'LIBRARY' ·'B:A.LIB"

The effect at c:omp1le time is that OIl encounterinl the language key word
LIBRARY the compiler looks for an input file sp~c:1f1cat1OD. / enclosed
within string quotes. This file 1s opened and ita contents included with
the program source at the points the call is found. In the above case
the file ALIB.ALG on drive B: 1s read, the default extension being
tf.ALG". The default drive is the logged on drive. This facility allows
the user to construct libraries of frequently used procedures thus
avoiding duplication of text and excessive editing-

BEGIN INtEGER i,j,k t'

LIBRARY "ALIB"
LIBRARY "lOLIB"
LIBRARY "STATLIB" ,.'

PROCEDURE abc; ••••••

Thi8 example would include the contents of three library files in turn
wheu compiling. These files may 1£ desired themselves containLI!RARY
directives. The l1mdt on the depth of such calls is set by the maximum
number of input and ou~put files that may be open at anyone time. In
the compiler as distributed this limit is set to five.
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The following exaaples illustrate various aspects of the language.
Th! first four are fairly straightforwardj the final tva examples assume
• fairly advanced knowledge of mathematics. Further examples can be
found on the distribution disk.

The first e~ample lists a table of the integers up to 20, together
with their square roots, on the console.

BEGIN INTEGER 1;

FOR 1:-0 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO
BEGIN rwr1te(l,1,S,O);

rwr1te(l,sqrt(1),O,6);
skip(l)

nm
END
FINISH

The second example simply lists a file on the console. On
detecting the end of file it loops back for further files to list.

BEGIN INTEGER i,d;

{get input file}
loop: 10<:(4)"; d:-1nputj

(check if valid file)
IF d<64 THEN text(l,"*NTry Againtt

)

ELSE
BEGIN {list file on console}

FOR 1:-chin(d) WHILE 11&~Z DO chout(1.1);
elose(d); {release FeB}

END
FINISH

D-'Dj
COTa loop; {go round again}

The next example is a procedure to illustrate string hand11~8. The
routine makes use of several procedures from ALIB.ALG. !he procedura
scans a piece of text starting at address "old" and substitutes 'every
OCC\lrrence of a given string "olds" by that given in "news". The source
is itself in the form of a string, i.e. terminated with a zero value.
The resultant string will start at address "new". The calling sequence
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la:-locat1on(a(O);
lb:-locat1on(b[O);
aubst1tute(lb,la,"Jack"."Zl");
8ubst1tute(la,l~,"J111tf."%2tt);

will replace every occurrence of "%1" by "Jack" aDd "%2" by "Jill".
~oth the initial string text and the resultant .erin. start at location
a[O). The array b is used a8 working space.

PROCEDURE subst1tute(new,old,news,old8);
VALUE new,old; INTEGER new,old;
STRING news,olds;
BEGIN INTEGER 1.j,DS,oe,nl.ol,oldf1n;

{addresses of atrtal_)

<cop,. remainder}

110 DO
{length of text to c:opy}
{move over portion of text}
{update pointers)
{skip old strina}
{copy in Dew striDa>
{update pointer}

Ds:-sloc(news)j
os:-sloc(olds);
nl:-tlen(ns)j
ol:-tlen(os); (lengths of striDas )
{address of closins zero of 1npu~ string}
oldfin:-tlen(old)+old+l:
{look for matches}
FOR 1:-smatch(old,os) WHILE
BEGIN j:-i-01d;

blmove(old,nev,j)
new:-new+j;
old: -old+j+ol; .
blmove(ns.new.nl);
new:-new+nl;

END ;
blmove(old.new,oldf1n-old);

END substitute;

The fourth example, qu1c.k8or~. is • sorting algorithm originally
developed by C.A.R. Hoare. An array of values 18 sorted into ascending
order. The method involves reordering terms such that it can be
partitioned in the form

a[low],a[low+ll •••• a[1-1] < a[i] <- a[i+1l.a(1+2l •••• a[h1gh)

The pivot value in this case 1s arbitari1y chosen as the value of th'.
final element on entry. The procedure then calls it8elf recursively for
each side of the above expression until each partition contains only one
term. The following coding exploits a feature of this compiler that the
value of the loop variable on exit from a loop will be that which led to
the loop's termination. This may not be the case 011 other Algol
compilers.
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PROCEDURE qu1cksort(a.low, hi3h);
VALUE low,high; INTEGER low.high;
INTEGER ARRAY a;
IF loW'<high THEN
BEGIN INTEGER 1,J,p1vot,x.y;

i:-low-!j j:-h1gh; pivot:-a[j]:
'loop: 1:-1+1j

FOR x:-a(i] WHILE x<pivot DO 1:-1+1;
j:-j-lj
FOR y:-a[j] WHILE j>1 AND y>-pivot DO j:-j-l;
IF 1<j THEN
BEGIN a(1]:-y; a(j]:-x; GOTO loop;
E.'lD ;
{move pivot to centre}

'y:-a(h1gh); a[h1gh]:-x: a[i]:-y;
{always deal with the smaller partition
first to minimise depth of recursion}
IF 1-1ow<high-i+2 TdEN
BEGIN quicksort(a.low,1-1);

quicksort(&.1+1,high)
E1\1) ELSE
BEGIN qu1cksort(a.1+1,high);

quicksort(a,low,1-1)
nm

END quicksort;

Z80 ALGOL

The next example is a statistical test. Observations are made in /
pairs, the first of each pair belonging to one group and the second to
another. To find out if there 1s any difference between the two groups,
we first find the total difference between the~. We calculate the
probability of getting this difference by chance, if the pairs of
observations had been assigned randomly to each group, rather than
always the first of the pair to the first group. If there are j pairs,
there are 2~j ways of assigning the pairs into the groups. Each
combination must be tested by finding the total difference betveen the
groups and counting the number of occasions on which this difference is
greate~ than or equal to that actually observed. This count div1d~d by
2--j 1s the probability of observing -the difference by chance. In the
program, the differences between the observat1ors in each pair are held
in the array d. The procedure br adds to the sum the difference
indicated by the parameter n with sign indicated by s. Unless n
indicates the last difference, it generates two core sues, one with a
positive difference and one with a negative difference. Each time n
reaches 1 the total sum is checked to see 1f it 1s greater than or equal
to -the observed sum of differences.

To solve this problem vithout; recursion involves a number of
nested FOR loops equal to the number of data pairs. Thus. a separate
program ~ould have to be kept for each nucber of data pairs.
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BEGIN INTEGER 1.J,count;
REAL a,b,obs;
ARRAY d[l:lOO);

zao ALGOL

PROCEDURE br(n,s,aus);
VALUE n,s,sum;
INTEGER n,s; REAL sum;
BEGIN sum:-sum+d[nl*s;

IF n-l AND abs(sum»-abs(obs) THEN coun~:-eount+l ELSE
IF nIl THEN
BEGIN br(n-l.l.sum); br(D~lt-l.8um)
END

END br;

text(l."*Nnumber of pairs?"); j:-read(7);
obs:-O;
FOIl 1: -1 STEP 1 UNTIL j DO
BEGIN a:-read(7); b:-read(7);

obs:-obs+a-b; d[1]:.a~8(a-b);

END j

text(l."*Nsum of differences");
rwTite(1.ob8.8J~); count:-O;
br(j.-l.O); br(j,l.p)j
text(l,
tI*NProbability of same or greater with randoa s1lDS ");
rwr1te(l,count/2~j,7,3);

END
FINISH

The final example 18 a procedure for solvina simultaneous
equations. The left hand side matrix 18 set up 1D a two dimensional
arTay a [row. column) and the right band 8ide 1D a vector b[rov). Ibe
array names (a and b are only examples) are passed to the procedure to
correspond to the names Ihs and rhs. together with an integer giving the
number of equations and a label to exit to 1f there is no solution. The
answers are left in the right hand side vector. The method uses a
Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.

't'
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PROCEDURE solve(order,lhs.rhs,fa11);
VALUE order; ·
INTEGER order; ARRAY lhs,rhs;
LABEL fail;
BEGIN INTEGER rov,col,rowl,orderl,1,j;

REAL max;

1'·'

zao ALGOL

80801:

FOR orderl:-order STEP -1 UNTIL 2 DO
BEGIN max:-O;

FOR j:-l STEP 1 UNTIL orderl DO
IF abs(lhs{jtorderl]»max THEN
BEGIN max:-abs(lhs[j,orderl]); row:-j;
EtID j

IF rowlorderl THEN
BEGIN max:-rhs(orderl]j

rhs[orderl]:-rhs[rov];
rhs [rov] : -max;
FOR col:-l STEP 1 UNTIL orderl DO
BEGIN max:-lhs[orderl,col];

lhs[orderl,col]:-lhs[row,col];
lhs[rov,col):-max

END
END .wop-equations;
Il Ibs(orderl.orderll-O THEN
BEGIN text ( I, It*t~no solucion") :

GOTO fail
END ;
FOR j:-STEP 1 Uh~IL orderl-l DO
BEGIN max:-lhs[j.orderl]/lhs[orderl,orderl]j

rhs(j]:-rhs[j]-rhs(orderl]*max;
FOR col:-l STEP 1 UNTIL orderl DO
BEGIN Ihs[j,col]:-

Ihs[j,col]-lhs[orderl.col]*max
END zero one element;

END zero one column;
END trtangularise the left hand side;
IF lbs[l,l]-O THEN cora nosol;
FOR row:-! STEP 1 ~~IL order DO
BEGIN rhs(rowl:-rhs[row]/lhs[row,row];

lOR rowl:-row+l STEP 1 UNTIL order DO
rhs[rowl]:-rhs[rowl]-lhs[row!,rov)*rhs[rov];

END ;
END solve simultaneous equations;

't'
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COMPILING AND RUNNING PROGRAMS UNDER CP/M

Running RML Algol 1s a two stage process:

Z80 ALGO~

I.Compiling: !he program source is read by the compiler to
produce an output file in a form to be read by
the runtime system.

2.Runn1ng: This stage loads the f11e output from the
compiler and runs it.

The simplest sequence of commands given a program source in a siusle
f1le "PROG.ALG" vould consist of:

To compile program:

to run prosr8Jll:
ALGOL PROG

ARUN PRoo

We vill DOW consider these aet1vities in ~re detail. The tvo basic
files 1uvolved are:

The compiler
The runtime system

ALGOL. COM
!RUN. COM

Th. default disk drive for input and output files 18 the lolled OD
drive. The default file extensions are:

Sourc.e f1les
Compiler output
Monitor file

COMPILING

.ALG

.ASe
.•MON

In the simplest case given above the compiler reads the progr..
source from the file specified; if no file extension is given then the
default will be used. The output f11e created 1~ given the same name as
the source file but with the ex~ens1on ··.ASe". Any pre-ex1sting file of
the same name as the output file will b~ deleted before the new output
file is created. If the compiler detects any errors in the program
source the output file is deleted but compilation continues until the
end of the source, checking for further errors. Error messages are sent
to the console. At the the of compilation the size of the resulting
program is printed and control is returned to CP/M.

A more general form of calling the compiler 1s:

~GOL outlist-1n11st

lor example:

ALGOL otrr·IOL IB •B: HATHS , PROO .
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procedures, ending with the file containing the program. It should be
remembered that the overall source should correspond to the required
Algol blocK structure, from the f~rst BEGI~ to the final corresponding
END and FI~!SH. Files may be taken from several drives; if the drive 1s
Dot specifically included then the current d~fault will be used. This is
discussed in the section on I/O selection. In the example !OL!B.ALC is
taken from the logged on drive and MATHS.ALG and PROG.ALe from drive B:.
The output OUT.ASC goes to the logged on disk. An alternative (and
perhaps better) way of combining source files is by the use of the
LIBRARY facility previously discussed. It must be remembered however
that the use of such library calls is restricted to the final file
specifi~d in the input list otherwise the remaining input file
specifiers will be overwritten. This is discussed in the details of
library procedure Itfindinput tt

•

If a second output stream is specified then a listing of the
compiler identifier tables will be generated. Compiler error messages
vill also be sent to this stream along vith an indication of the maximum
table size the system can support.

ALGOL OUT1,OUT2-PROG

vill send the compiler output to OUTl.ASC, and all eompiler error
messages and identifier tables go to OUT2.MON.

ALGOL OUTl,CON:-PROG

will send errors and identifier tables to the console.

If no inputloutput.is specified in the call. or if an error exists
.8.1_ bad syntax or a non-existent source file is given. then the
compiler will prompt for 1/0. For example a call of the form:

ALGOL

vill result in a procpt of the form:

OUT-IN?

The user may DOW specify a list of input and output files as for the
above CiJse.

The output from the compiler is about the same length as the
correspondi~g source text.

If the I/O files_were specified in the initial calling line i.e.
"ALGOL PROG" then upon cocplecion the compiler will return to CP/M__ , If
the I/O files were given- as the result of a prompt from the compiler.
then . upon completion the compiler vill be restarted, to allcv further
prograc:s to be compiled. A reply of CONTROL-C in this ca$e.will return
control to CP/M.

51
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G1ven a successfully compiled program, the output f1le 80 created
may now be run by a calling the runtime system 4S follows:

ARUN f 11ename

The assumed file extension is ".ASe". The file specified will be loaded
and then executed. If no input is specified or if an error is found e.g- .
bad syntax or non-existent filename then the runtime system will prompt
the user for an input file. For example a call of the form:

ARUN

will prompt for input:

INPUT-

to which the user responds with the required filename.

Upon completion of the program the ~ystem prints "~" on the
console and waits for an operator response. Typing CONTROL~P will rerun
the program or CONTROL-C will return control to CP/M.-

- If a runtime error is detected then suitable diagnostic
information 1s sent to the console (see section on runtime errors).
Unless the user is making use of the error handling facility (see
procedure "error" in library section) the system will now wait for the
operat~r to investigate the cause of the error. The program may be rerun
from the beginning by typing CONTROL-P or control returned to CP!K by
typing CONTROL-C.

The·return to CP/M upon completion or upon detecting' a runtime
error can be made automatic by a call of

ioc(22)

~th1n the program.

A call of the form

1oc(60)
't'

causes an immediate restart of the program from the beginning- Any fl1es
open at the time will not be closed although all file control blocks are
released.

..;
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CORE I1-f_~CE FILES
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If the user intends to run a-program many times it may be saved on
disk 1n a more compact core image format by specifying a switch [51 at
runtime. e.g.

ARUN f11ename[SJ

U~on loading the program the system will delete the original ".ASe" file
produced by the compiler and create a new file of the same name and
extension in core image format. Future calls of the form

ARUN filename

will nov automatically load and run from this core image file. As CP~i

reserves a m1nicum of lK bytes per f11e the saving may Dot be
significant for small programs (except for some saving in the actual
loading time.) The original ".ASe" file \:as in a system independent
format. but the new core image fo~mat 1s not relocatable and so any
changes to the runtime system which affect its size vill make it
necessary to recompile the program.

CO~ILrR ERROR MESS.\GES

FAIL X ON LINE Y ID~~ Z SnmOL S
'ILINE UP TO ERRCa"

X 1. the failure number (see below), Y the 11De on wbich it
.occurr£d. Z the last identifier read, and'S the decimal value of the
last symbol (see section entitled "compiler representation of basi':
symbols"). "LINE UP TO ERROR" is a copy of the input line up to and
including the symbol at which the error was found. The co~iler output
is switched off and the file deleted. The compiler however continues to
check the syntax of the remainder of the program. In all cocpilers a

· tradeoff is made between the amount of error information given and the
size and speed of the compiler. In this implementation the emphasis has
been to produce a compiler that can be used on a very modest sized
computer. There 1s always a danger, particularly with a one pass
compiler, that following the detection of a genuine error the syste~ may
fail to synchronize fully and thus produce additional spurious errQrs.

1 Identifier declared twice in same block.
2 Undeclared identifier. ,,'
3 No ( after array name, except as a procedure par:meter, or

ordinary procedure used as a function.
4 ~o ] at end of subscript list.
S Hore than 255 variables in the oa1n program or a procedure.
6 No FINISH at end of program. (Too many ENDs).
7 No ELSE part of a conditional ar1th~et1c expression.
8 No ELSE part of a cbnd1t1o~31 Boolean or conditional

deslgnational expression.
9 Relational operator not found where expected. Will occur if the

first arithcet1c expression of a Boolean relational eA~ress1on
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10

11
12
lZ
14
15

16

17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24
2S
26

27

28
29

30
31
32
33
34
3S
36
38

39
40
41
42
44
46
47
48
49
SO

,
! - '1

is totally enclosed in round brackets.
Arithmetic primary does not start with +.-...(. digit or
identifier.
%t MOD, It MASK, or DIFFER does not have two integer operands.
) missing in arithmetic expression.
Controlled variable 1n FOR is undeclared or subscripted.
) missing in Boolean or des1gnational expression.
More identifiers in scope than the tables can accomodate. The
co~piler automatically makes the tables as large as possible on
a given system.
Statement starts incorrectly. If this occurs at the terminating
FINISH is means there are not enough ENDs.
Undeclared or unsuitable identifier on left of :-
Array declaration faulty.
Type specification of actual parameter is not LABEL, PROCEDURE,
REAL PROCEDURE. BOOLEAN PROCEDURE or INTEGER PROCEDURE.
Wrong number of subscripts. In the case of formal array., this
error cannot be detected until runtime.
No ) after actual parameter list.
FOR statement element not terminated by • or DO.
Procedure body not delimited by;.
:- not found where expected.
No 'mEN after IF.
VALUE specification is not the first specification of procedure
formal parameters.
FINISH in middle of program. Possibly an unmatched BEGIN," or
#

•
Procedure formal parameter list not ended by).
Parameter specified twice, or 18 not in formal list. or
specificatioD not terminated by j.

. Label/procedure list full.
UNTIL not found where expected.
No ( after name of standard procedure (except input or output).
THEN followed immediately by IF.
Procedure actual parameter starts with an undeclared identifier.
Function or variable used as procedure.
procedure input or output 1s followed by • (.
Arithmetic expression contains Boolean variable in illegal
context.
Parameter specified VALUE is not in formal list.
Parameter specification not complete.
An array has been called by value. al'

Input/output procedure call error.
Integer literal not in range.
Switch list does not end ~th·;.

SWitch has more than one subscript.
Word BYTE not followed by ARRAY.
Input files exhausted without end of program recognised.
A procedure used before its declaration was assumed to be of •
type different from the actual type. Try reordering procedures
to eliminate the forward reference.
Input file specified in a LIBRARY call not found.
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The compiler may be instructed to print on the conso~e or to the
monitor file a list of all· the identifiers declared, together with
lnfor=a~ion about their type and the addresses they will occup7 in the
memory. Variables are placed on a stack a~d the voriable number is the
position on the stack relative- tn a pointer. The pointer is held in
location PHASE in the runtime program. The address of the variable is
found by ~ult1plylns the variable number by 4 and adding this to the
contents of PBASE.

Four numbers are printed after each identifier in the compiler
identifier table.

J Tne first of these is the stack position
procedures. For labels and procedures the
printed. Th~s is the digits part of a symbol
output by the cocpiler.

except for labels and
symbolic label number is

such as L123 which is

the second number is the procedure number of the enclosing
procedure in ~hich the identifier is declared. The cain p~ogram 1s 0,
and the procedures are numbered serially as they are encountered,
regardless of depth of declaration. As an exception. the actual nucber
of a procedur~ 1s printed. instead of the number of the enclosing
procedure.

The third number 1s the line number of the source program.

The fourth number 1s the current size of the compiled code. This
information can be related to the position given when runtime errors are
detected.

The type information of the identifier 1s then listed as follows.
The numbers represent the internal representation of the data types.

o
1
2
3
5
6
6
1
8
10
11
12
13
14

procedure formal parameter (type not yet known)
real
integer
Boolean
real array
integer arraj'
byte array
Boolean array
sv1tch
pro.:edure
real procedure
integer procedure
Boolean procedure
label

it'

the compiled code of a procedure contains a list of the types of
the para~eters. the following types may appear, in addition to those
above.

\.
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4 string
21 real by name
22 integer by name
23 Boolean by name

COMPILER REPRESENTATION OF BASIC SYMBOLS

These are the decimal values which are printed in a compiler error
ae.sage. Language key words are represented in the Algol source by the
word enclosed in single quotes or in upper case and in the compiler by
40*lst letter~econd letter.

If • compiler error message contains a symbol which 1s not on the .
list, au illegal compound symbol has been detected. The usual cause of
this is an unmatched single quote.

•
< (le88 than)

(exponentiation)

I (real divide)
digits 0-9

: . ".. ~... ; ..:: .

! I

'. ~. • a :

.. '. '.. .

1..26:
27
29
30
7000 .
33 . .34 .. _ ..
35 ... . :. I '.: ~". ... •• ,...

36
37

·38 :
40

. 41.42 :. ~ .. :.: 1:. l ~...' ..~ ,. .'I: . .• ..

43
44

. 45''-
46. ..• . 4 •

47
48-57. .... c.:: ':.

58
S9
60
61 :." .... :
62
63
8.5
9S
lOS
118
122
135 "
169
! 7S
212
214
217

~ .. ...

(multiply) ·

(integer divide)
(greater or equal to)

(string brackets)
(not equal to)

•

I

> (greater than)
<- (less or equal to)
BEGIN
BOOLEAN
BYTE
AND
ARRAY
COMMENT
DIFFER
DO
ELSE
END
EQUIVALENT

:-

I
$
%
>
(
)

*+

"

letters A-Z
(
]
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FALSE
FINISH
FOR
COIa
IF
IMPLIES
INTEGER
LABEL
LIBRARY
MASK
MOD
NOT
OR
PROCEDURE
REAL
STRING
STEP
SWITCH
THEN
TRUE
UNTIL
VALUE
WHILE

. ItUNTL'fE !1lR.OltS

241
249
2SS
295
366
373
374
481
489
521
535
575
618
658
725
780
780
783
808
818
854
881
928

Z80 ALGOL

:

I

Ia the event of an error condition beinl detected during prograM
execution. a message is sent to output device 1 (console or video screen
leaerally) of the form:

ERROR n
ADD PBASE PROe LOe
aaaa bbbb pi dl
aaaa bbbb p2 d2

aaaa bbbb o de

where: 11
pl
aaaa
bbbb

dl

error number (see following list)
procedure number where error vas detected
address of program counter
value of PBASE at error
(see section on runtime system)
location of program counter relative
to the start of the program

II'

I

Both aaaa and bbbb are printed in hexadecimal •.
The procedure nucber can be found by counting procedures from the
beginning of the program starting froQ 1. The main program is given t~e

number O. This infor~ation can be found in the compi~er identifier table
output. If pI is non-zero the calling seqllenc·e is t!1en printed on the
fnllowing lines until the outercost level (p-O) is reached. This
traceback information can be USed to 1nves:lgate the natura of failure
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1n greater detail if required (see section describing working of the
runtime system). The information given in dl etc can be related to the
corresponding information given in. the compiler identifier tables to
help locate the position of errors. The program may be restarted from
the start by typing CO~TROL-P or control returned to CP/M by typing
CONTROL-C.

RECOVERY FROM RUNTIME ERRORS

In normal operation a program is terminated by the detection of a
runtime error. It is possible however to continue folloWing an error
allowiog the program to exit in a controlled manner e.8. close output
files. give more useful diagnostic information, values of variables and.0 on. This recovery is achieved by including a call of procedure
"error" (in ALIB.ALG) in the program before the failure occurs e.a-

error(LABEL crash);

On detecting an error the runtime system will produce the error
information given above and then tr3nsfer control to the label (or
designational expression) "crash" in the user'. program. It 1. advisable
that the label be located at an outermost pragram level as it may only
be reached if it is within scope at the time of the error. The error
number responsible for the failure can be found by ~eans of a call to
ch1n(13) e.g.

crash: 1:-chin(13);
11 1>30 THEN GOm cpmbug ELSE •••••

llUNTIME EllROlt NUMBERS

o Undefined error. This implies that an error has been detected
which has no corresponding entry in the error list. This
hopefully will only occur where the user has made modifications
to the runtime system and failed to update the error list.

1 Variable space used up (stack overflow). Probably the result of
excessive recursion' or array declarations too ,large for the
available memory. The error traceback may fail under these'
c1~cumstances (the first line should always be correct).
Overflow is checked following block or procedure ent"ry and array
declarations.

2 Procedure called with the wrong number of parameters.
3 Procedure called where the actual and the formal parameter types

do not match.
4 Array used with the wrong number of subscripts-
S Array subscript out of range (below base of array).
6 Array subscript out of range (above top of array).
7 Integer division by zero.
S Real division by zero.
9 Real overflow.
10 Real to integer conversion overflow-
11 Real overflow detected during norma11sat1oa after real

arithmetic operation.
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12 Error in READ. Character read which is not a lagit1mate part of
a number (ASCII value is less than 48 1e <&0).

13 As for 12 but ASCII value ia greater than S7 (1e >&9).
14 Error in R~\D. Number contains two or more decimal ,oints.
15 Error in R£.\D. A character + - • or E found with no associated

digits.
16- Square root of a negative number.
17 Exponential argument too large (>87).
18 Exponential argument marginally too large.
19 Logarithm of a negative number.
20 Logarithm of zero.
21 Table item out of range (below). Found in ioc(n), ch1n(n),

chout{n,c) etc where n<O.
22 - As for 21 but where n is greater than maximum value specified in

list.
23 End of file detected during READ.

ElUlOas I~ LOADER

24 Loader syntax error. Output from compiler has been corrupted?
23 End of input 1s indicated (CONTROL-Z read) but no program has

been loaded. Selecting input device 0 will produce this effect.
26 On completion of input there re~4in unresolved forward

references. Input source is corrupt?
27 ~o program present on a restart.
28 Label tables overlap program. Program is too large for

available memory.
29 Forward reference tables full. This error should be rare but

can be avoided by reordering procedures so that they generate
fewer forward references, i.e try to arrange that procedures are
declared before the1 are called.

30 Non relocatable core image input file 1s not compatible with
this runtime system.

erIK [RICORS

ft'

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Channel number is cut of range.
No directory space found during output.
Attempt to read from channel not open for input.
Attempt to read from a non serial channel.
Attempt to read past end of file.
Attempt to write to a channel without write access.
Attempt to write to a non serial file.
Error in extending file.
Attempt to output to random access file without WTite access.
Attempt at rancom access to a serial access channel.
Channel not open.
Attempt to rewind a random access file.
Random access with a negative block number.
No slot availa~le for input or output.
Attempt to create an output file for random access.
Random access transfer attem?ted with a block count l~ss than
zero or greater than 255.
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RUNTIME STACK ORGANISATION

Some of this information will be useful when Algol variables are
to b. accessed from machine code added to the runtime system.

. The stack extends from the end of the runtime program to the end
of available memory. as found by interrogating the system. The variable
4tack grows upwards from the end of the program and a working stack,
used in evaluating expressions. passing procedure parameters, and CALL
instructions, grows downwards from the end of memory. The variable stack
consists of a number of frames. one for the main program and one for
each procedure call. Within each stack frame i8 an array stack, which
contains an array frame for each depth of array declaration. In the
folloving section "word" refers to a 16 bit (2 byte) quantity.

The following" pointers are used. Their addresses can be found
from the listing in the section entitled "adding code sectious".

PBASE points at the current variable 8ta~k frame

KlASE points at the main program stac.k frame. When the 'main prograa
18 executing locations PBASE and MBASE contain the same value.

WSBAS points at the base of the workins·stack in the current level. It
1. used to delete floaters from the working stack at Allol
labels.

AlAS points at the current array frame

rsPT points at the next free location in the variable stack.

The follOWing registers are also of significance.

SP points at the top item of the working stack. Ie must be .aved
and restored if used by any machine code added. It 18 a180 used
for CALL instructions. ~

IX should also be restored 1f used. It 18 the Alsol' .. interpretive
code program pointer.

IY IlUSt be restored 1f used. It points to a series of,' flags and
working space.

Each stack frame 18 divided into two parts. a variable part and
an array part. The variable part is divided into slots which are each
two words (four bytes) long. The actual address of • slot is found ~1
multiplying the slot num~er by 4 and adding this to the base address
which is held in PRASE or MBASE. In the main program frame the first
declared variable is in slot 2 and the word pointed at by MBASE conta~n.

0, the level number of the main program. In procedure level frames slot
3 is used for the result of a function and 1s u~used 'in procedures which
do not deliver a result. The procedure parameters occupy slots 4 and
upwards, followed by variables declared within the procedure. The first
word of each procedure in the compiled or02ram ~nnr~i~a .. ,,- L -- - 6'



In procedure frames the first three slots are used for linking
information. Starting at the word pointed at by PBASE (slot 0) the
wo~ds cuntain the following information.

The address in a switchvar1able points to the switch vector. The
vo~d p~iQted at contains the number of elements in the switch and
subsequent words the addresses of the labels in the s~tch list.

variabl~ slots required by the procedure. The first word of the main
program points at the last word of the compiled program which contains
the number of variable slots required by the main program.

An array variable points at the start of its dope vector. This
cOGtaln~ 2*( ~+l) words, where N is the number of subscripts. The first
vord o! the dope vector contains the number of bytes occupied by ea'ch
ele:ent (1, 2 or 4), the second the number of subscripts and the third
the lo,.:·~r bound of the f·1rst subscript.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.1

1

Z80 ALGOL

T~e~e are two additional ~ords for each additional subscript. The
first ~c~talns a ~ult1?lier for the previously accuoulated element
nu~ber ~~~ the second the l~ver bound of the next subscript. The final
word 0: t~e c!('re vector contains the addre~s of the ".lord beyond the end
of the ,1~~~:: ele:ents. Array elements themselves are storad itmlediatel:,·
after t.·e ~~~. vector.

1". A real num.ber which is held in the standard four byte format.
2. An integer_number or Boolean value which is held in the highest

addressed wo~d of a slot. Booleans use only the least
significant byte of this word.

3. A label or procedure address, always a procedure parameter. The
address itself is in the highest addressed word and in the word
below it is the value of PBASE at the time the address was
evaluated.

4. The address of an arTay or a s~itch either as a declared
variable or a procedure parameter. The address is in the highest
addressed word of the slot, the remaining word being unused.

5. The address of a string or an unsubscripted variable for
procedure parameters of type string ~nd variables called by
name.

The array part of a stack frame contains a number of array levels,
nuober~d by depth of declaration within a procedure Qr the main program.
Level 0 always exists 'and 1s located immediately above the end of the
varlabl~s. ABAS points at the base of the current level. which contains
the depth of that level. The next word (except in level 0) counta1ns a
pointer to the leve~ below. Above the level information are the dope
vectors and array elecents.

Word 1. The number of the procedure.
Word 2. The return address
Word 3. PBASE of calling level
Word 4. WSBAS of calling level
Word s. ABAS of calling level

A variahla stack slot may contain any of the following types of itea:

lESEARCH MACHINES
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RUNTIME OPERATION CODES

Z80 ALGOL

These are the operation codes which are output by the compiler.
The list sives their number in decimal.

Expressions are evaluated using a working stack. The top element
is referred to a8 S1. the next one down as 52 and so ODe The stack
pointer 'SP' is used for this stack (and also for CALL instructions).
It srows down from the top of available memory.

Some of the interpretive routines take data from the program. NI refers
to the next byte after the code, N2 to the next, and so on. In the
following section "word" refers to a 16 bit (2 byte) quantity-

-,'

any variable from 51. HI, N2 as for 25.
function. Followed by another code.

2 aqrt 3 sin 4 cos
S arctan 6 exp 7 In
8 sign 9 ent1er 10 aba

o
1

2
3
4
S

6
7
it
9
10
11
12
13
14

. i 15
1.
t 16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

No operation.
Declare array. Nl-depth of declaration. N2-number of
declarations in multiple. N3-var1able number of first.
declaration. N4-number of bytes in each element. H5-uumber of
subscripts Sl-upper bound of last 8cbscr1pt. 52- lower bound of
last subscript. 53. 54 etc., bounds of other subscripts. '
"Formatted print. 51-b, 52-a, S3-value, 54-device number.
Read to 51 from input device in 51. -
Store local variable from Sl. Nl-variable "umber.
Print string. Followed by 7 bit ASCII code, terminated by zero.
Device Dumber is in S1.
Integer print 51-radix, S2-value. S3-device number.
Read next character to 51 from device number 10 SI.
Print Sl as character, S2-device number.
Jump. Location is in next word.
Leave procedure.
Enter procedure with no parameter.. Address 18 in Dext word•.
Get local variable to S1. Nl- variable number.
Integer add. 51:-S2+51
Get array element. Nl-procedure number, N2-var1able number,
N3-number of subscripts. The subscripts are 011 the stack. The
main program 1s procedure number O•
Store array element. Sl-value, other information .s code 14
except subscripts are in 52 etc •
Set 16 bit constant in 51 from Hi and N2.
Integer negate. 51:--51
Real ~ Integer. Sl:-S2~Sl

Integer multiply. 51:-52*51
Integer divide. Sl:-S2/S1
Integer subtract. 51:-S2-51
51:-51-0
51:-51>0
51:-51<0
Get any variable to 51. Nl- procedure number, R2-var1able
number.
Store to
Standard
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48

3S
36

37
38
39

60
61
62
63
64

Jump if 51-FALSE. Address in next word.
Set zero in 51.
51: -NOT S1
S1: • S1 AJ.'lD 5 2
51:-51 OR S2
51:-51 EQUIV 52
For statement calculator. S1- address of controlled variabl~.

52- final value. 53-increment. 54-0 for no increment at the
first test, else ~1. Nl-type of control variable (O-R£AL els~

INTEGER). The following word contains the exit address for loop
completion.
"1oc". Paraeeter in 51
Enter procedure. Nl-nuober of paraoeters. 51-type of last
parameter. 52-Value of last par~meter, and so on, in reverse
order. The address of the procedure is in N2 and N3. The first
word of a procedure is the fixed space on the variable stack
required by the procedure. The following bytes contain the
procedure number and the number of parameters expected.
followed by the type specification of the par~meterSt 1~ rever3e
order.
Score outer block variable from 51. Nl-var1~bla Dumber.
Fetch outer block variable to 51. ~ll-variable number.
Set in 51 the address of the Ja~~able whose procedure number is
in Nit variable number in N2.
Skip, device nu~ber in 51.
Integer Sl:-sign(S2-S1)
Set S bit constant in 51 from Nl.
Fix 510
Float 51.
Set floating point constant from next 4 program bytes.
Floating negate.
Set label· in 51. A~dress in next word. Second word of 51 becomes
variable stack base pointer.
Evaluate switch address. 51-address of element O. 52-subscript.
On exit Sl contains address.
Real A real. Sl:.S2~Sl

Floating multiply. 51:-S2*51
Float 52.
Floating divide. 51:-52/51
Floating add. 51:-52+51
Floating subtract. 51:-52-51
Store parameter called by name. Sl-value. 52-address.
Floating Sl:-slgn(Sl-Sl).
Jump to address in 51.
Enter procedure without parameters whose address is in st. I,'

As 58 but nueber of parameters in Nl. For 59 the rest of the
stack 1s set up as for code 36.
Print string ~hoJe 3ddress is in S1, 52-device number.
Set stack d~?th. ~l·procedure number, N2-array depth required.
r~:ch para:cter called by name. 51-address.
St~P. e~d of pro:ra~. Prints A on ccnsole or returns to CP/~.

Ste:e an a~dr~ss in the progr~ in 3 local variable. Followed by
t~~ var1a~le nu~ber in ~l and the nddress in the next whcl~
v.:rd.

65 Ju:~ t~ t~e adcress in local variable number ~1.

49
50
5L
52
53
5:'
55
S6
57
58
59

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

28
29
30
31
32
33
34 •

•

63
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followed by
and then the

66
67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74
7S
76
77
78
79
80

Set in 51 the address of local variable number HI.
As for 66 but main program variable.
Get local array element.
Get main program array element:
Store local array element.
Store main program array element. Codes 68-71 are
the variable number in NI. not by'the level number
variable number as for codes 14 and IS.
Read a floating point number, check for end of f1le.
of label to go to on end of file. S2- device number.
Logical OR. Sl:-S2 OR 51
Logical AND. 51:-S2 AND 51
Logical EXCLUSIVE OR. Sl:-S2 lOR 51.
Integer MOD. 51:-52 MOD 51
Close file, stream number in 51.
Delete file, stream number in 51.
Open INPUT and assign to stream number S1.
Create OUTPUT and assign to stream number S1e

ADDING CODE SECTIONS

51-address

. f

• I

I •

The most likely additions users may wish to ut.:e to the runtime
.yatea are:

1. adding input/output device handlers
2. specialised code subroutines
3. linking the above to the runtime error handl1DI .,st..

lor each of these applicatiou8 the additions can be made without'settinl
deeply involved in the inner workings af the .ystem. The following
listings from the runt~e system are all the user needs to understand.
See the section "runtime stack organisation" where the significance of
several of the important variables is discussed. Users who wish to
bypass CP/M and create a stand alone system should refer to Research
Machines for details.

Each of the above applications 1s associated with a list of items.
Pointers to these lists can be found near the start of the runtime
.ystem. The general form of a list 1s

NAME: n : length ..

'entry 0
II'

lentry 1....
'entry D

The first byte defines the length of the list counting froll 0 •. (Note the
IML aS8embler allows ttlNAME~fas a shorthand for "DEFW NAME·'). The n~me

of the list has a corresponding pointer near the start of the runtime
program. Note that the exact location and contents of these lists given
here may differ from the actual values in the distributed system but the
pointer address will be correct. The entries in the list contain the
addresses of the corresponding entry points. Other variables of
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importance are:

Z80 ALGOL

PRoeST

D-1)LIST

contains the start of free space. The program code will
start froll here.

contains the address beyond .h1ch the lists must not
extende

The various lists follow each. other consecutively in mc~ory. To
add I/O handlers or code routines the folloving modifications must be
made.

1. Write the code starting at the address contain~d in PROCST~

2. Update PRoeST to a ne~ free space pointer
3.. Make an entry in the appropriate list and update the leugth

of the list 1f necessary.

Each list contains vacant slots or room left at the end for expansion.
If this is insufficient. it will be necessary to relocate t~e entire
11st(s) and update the pointer(s) accordingly. Other points to observe
are:

IX and IY
SP

must be preserved in value on exit.
1s used for subroutine calls and for the vorkin; stack.
Exit from code routines is via a RET instruction and so
any use of SP should leave it uncorrupted and balancec
before exit.

Other registers may be used as required.

INPUT DEVICE ~\NDLERS

INLP

INLIST

Pointer to input list.

Name of input list.

Input device handlers read a byte from the input scurce to register A
then exit via a RET instruction. c:-chin(n) vill read a byte froll the
device associated with ent-:'y "nit in the list.

OUTPUT DEVICE HANDLERS

Ol'T-:"P

OUTLST

Pointer to output list.

N3me of output list.

Output device handlers output the byte in register A then exit via a· RET
instruction. chout(n.c) will send ch&racter "cit to device ttn" in the
list.

IOC LIS! MID CODE SUBROUTINES

IOCLS!

DKLST

Pointer to IOC list.

Sa~e of IOC list.

65
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1oc(n) will transfer control to the address a••ociated with entry "n" ill
the ioc list. Return 1s via a RET instruction. If the ioc 1s in a
procedure body (as in ALI! examples) then access to the procedure
parameters is straightforward. (See section on runtime stack
organisation). Procedure parameters will occupy from slot 4 onwards .and
the result, 1£ it 1s a TYPE procedure. will go in slot 3. The address of
the slot is given by

(contents of PBASE)+4*slot number

Thus, the first procedure parameter will be given by

(contents of PBASE)+16

The various contents of these slots are described in the section OD
stack organisation. Note that integer values occupy the upper half of
the 4 byte slota and 80 it 18 necessary to add 2 to the above sum.

EXAMPLE CODE PROCEDUU

Consider adding the "peek" procedure (already in ALIB.~) using the
information given in the listing from the runtime system that follows.
The Algol definition using the next available slot in the "ioc" list.
would be:

INTEGER PROCEDURE peek(a);
VALUE a; INTEGER aj 1oc(61)j

The code routine could be .a follows.

;EXAMPLE CODE ROtrTINE "PEEK"
;POINTERS IN THE ALGOL RUNTIME SYSTEH
PROGST EQU 115H
PSTART EQU 24EFH
DKLST EQU 1702B
IOCLEN EQU 60D
PBASE EQU 127H

jUPDATE ORIGIN FOR ALGOL PROGRAK
ORC PROeS!
DEFW ENDPATCH

jUPDATE lOC LIST LENGTH
ORG DKLST
DEFB IOCLEN+l

;ENTRY IN IOC LIST
ORC DKLST+2*IOCLEN+3
DEN P~K

'1'

!
. !

jCODE ROUTINE
ORG

PEEK: LD
CALL
EX

PSTART
L.4
GPAR
DE.RL

;SLOT NUMBER.
;GET PARAKETD 1
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LD
LD
LD
CALL
RrT;-...---_----

C.(HL)
B,O
L.3
DPAR

iCOUTENTS OF ADDRESS

,SLOT ~"t~!!ER FOR. RESL'LT
; DIDiP RESULT
; BACt< TO A.. GOL

Z80 ALGOL

SLc\D
(BL) ,e
HL
(HL),B

,eET INT£CER VALUE PA~4~~TER

;E~'TER \.lITH SLOT ~:tn·mER IN L
.EXIT WITH RESULT t~ DE
GPAR: CALL SLAD

LD E, (HL)
INC HL
LD D,eHL)
RET

;--------
iDUMP I~TEGER RESULT
iL-SLOT NIJ}JBER
;Be-RESetT
DP.\R: CALL

LD
Ir;c
LC
RET

;-------
;COMPUTE ;l>ORESS OF SLOT
SLAD: LO Hta

ADD HLtHL
I't:C Pt.I.
ADD HL.HL
tD DE, (PBASE)
ADD BL,DE
RET

; ....•._---
ENDPATCH : E~TJ)

;ADDRESS OF SLOT

;CONTENTS IN DE

;SLOt*4+2

;ADDRESS OF SLOT+2

..~ ..

;-----------~----------------------

This program after assembly would be comb1~ed with !RUN.COM using the
CP/M utility DDT.

LINlCI~:G TO RUNTI~(E ERROR HANDLI~:G

Another possible application is to link the user written code to
the runtlae error handling mechanism. The tabla has a slightly. d1ifereut
fora this time.

II'

Contains a ju~p to the fail routine.

ERRORS

ERLST

Points to the error table.

NaQe of error list.

For exa~~le. suppose that an e:ror (nnd1t1~n exists if the negativa :lag
is set. A call of the followi~6 form would be =ade

67
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ERR.SO: CALL M.JFAIL iE1tIOI. IN •••

zso ALGOL

The error list entries consist of the return addres8 1.e. I ERRS0+3 in
this case. The fail routine compares each item in the list with the
value on the top of the stack. and the position of the match gives the
"error number".

Other pointers of interest are.

INPl contains a JUMP to the input handler associated with
stream number 1.

OUTPl contaius a jump to the output device handler aS80ciated
with stream number 1.

The.e are used directly by the .,atem bypas.1DI the select stream
••chan!sm in order to p.in. out titles and error information and for
eheckiDI for operator respoDses.

INTERRUPT HANDLING

The BML Algol system itself does not use .interrupt 1D allY way
There 18 no reasou however why users should Dot link in code routines
which do use interrupt. provided care is taken to ensure that the
contents of all registers and working variables are Dot corrupted.
Algol variables may be modified directly if desired. The addresses of
8imple variables can be passed to code routines using a call by name
procedure parameter. The addresses of array. (or variables) can be found
using the procedure "location". Tvo ioc calls have been added which
allow for interrupt to be controlled while disk I/O 18 in progre...
These are

1oc(16)

This call will cause interrupt to be disabled before ent.riDl CllN.
Interrupt will be enabled OD return from CP/M.

ioc(i7)
ai'

This call will restore the default situation. No action 1s taken with
~e8ard to interrupts.

EXTRACT FIlOM ALGOL llUNTIME SYSTEM

. ;
0100

0001 *H (ARUN.ZSM)
0002 ;ALGOL INTERPRETER FOa Z80
0003 ;CGM/RHA OCT 78
0004 ;CP/M VERSION
0005 ;19/2/79 DISK 2SA
0006
0007 ORG l00H
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0008 RADO ;OCTAL DEFAL'LT RADIX
0100 C35812 0009 JP START ;PROCRAM START ADDRESS
0103 C35B12 0010 JP . RESTART ;PROGP~! REST~~T ADDRESS
0106 CJ031B 0011 INI!: JP INITIALISE ; INIT!.ALISA!!O~I SEQU~:C.E

0109 C3Dl13 0012 ~AIT: ·JP DONE ;WAITlr:G CODE
Oloe C34413 0013 JFAIL: JP FAIL :ENTER FAIL ROUTINE
OIOF C3DSIA 0014 INP1: JP READ 1 iSTREAM 1 INPU!
0112 C3DEIA 0015 QUTP1: JP PRNTl ;tt It OCTPUT
0115 EF24 0016 PRoeST: IPST.\RT ;START OF PROGRAM CODE
0117 C316 0017 I~LP: 'lIn.1ST ;INPUT DEVICE LIST
0119 £516 0018 OUTLP: IOUTLST .OUTPUT DEVICE LIST
OllB 0217 0019 IoeLST: #DKLST ;IOC LIST
Olin 9017 0020 ERRORS: #ERLST ;ERROR LIST
OllF CA18 0021 E~~LlST:#STOPLIST ;LISTS ~ruST STOP HERE
0121 0020 0022 DEVTAD: IJDVTAB ;DEVICE ~~!ONICS

0123 0000 0023 ABAS: #0 ;ARRAY FRM-IE B.~SE

0125 0000 0024 WSBAS: #0 iWCRKING STACK BASE
0127 6701 0025 PBASE: IT9-2 -;PROCEDURE BASE POINT!R
0129 6701 0026 ~IBASE: 4T9-2 ;HAIN B~\SE por:,TER
012B eooo 0027 FSPt': #0 jFREE SP}~E POI~TER-------- ~~------~~~-~

:

.:. ' ~

., ...

~. ....

16C8 CO
16C9 £014
16CB DS1A
16CD FOlA.
16CF t014
16Dl FAln
16D3 raID
16D5 £014
16D7 B216
16D9 £014
16DB E014
16DD 3118
16DF [014
16El £014
16E3 F413

16E5 CD
16E6 EFIA
16£8 DEIA
16£A C01S
16EC-OOIB
16EE F91D
16FO F7lD
16F2 r·61D
16F4 6416
16F6 EFIA
16F8 EFlA
16FA 3.1.18
16FC EFlA
16FE EF l.~

1700 EFlA

0573 ;INPUT'DEVICES
0574 L'ILIST: 130
0575 · #Dm1I~

0576 IREADl
0577 ITTYIN
0578 'Dm~IN

05 79 #C~!I<EY

0580 #cp:·mDR
0581 'DUMI~

0582 'RICIN
osa3 'DIn-tIN
0584 #DU~lN

0585 ICIOI
0586 'D~~IN

0587 IntJ:·:IN
0588 IER~:lT:{B

0589
0590 jOUTPUT DEVICES
0591 OUTLST: 13D

'·0592 :~'ULL

0593 -"PRNT1
0594 'TTOUT
0595 ILPR
0596 #CPXVT
0597 ICP~!PCN

0598 'CP~LST

0599 #RECOUT
0600 #~ULL

0501 'NULL
0602 'ClOO
0603 INtLL
0604 eNttL
0605 #NULL

69

;Dtooiy t RETtJR~:S AZ
; KEYBOARD , .
.TELETYPE·
;D~fY \0

iCON
;RDR
; DUMMY
;R.ECORD INPUT

f' :

jARRAY BUFFER I/O .

..
. - j LATEST ERROR ~'t1MB £It

• I"

; Dmf'1Y BIT BI~
; SCREEN .

.. .,. iTELET\7E

;LINE PRINTER
;V!
jPUN
iLS!
;RECORD CUTPCT BUFFER

jARRAY BCFFER I/O

-........

~ I·' ..

.....- .
", .

.. ;.. ..
... :" .....
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0606 ; . • •
0607 : IOC CALLS

1702 3C 0608 DlCLST: 600 ;LEHCTB
1703 7816 0609 IRESETI ;ltESET INPUT ButFEl POINTER
1705 7F16 0610 IRESETO ; .. OUTPUT It ".

1707 8816 0611 ICDECX ;CALL I/O COMMAND DECODER
1709,9016 0612 ICDEC ; " " .. If .. BUFFEIt
170B 9416 0613 ICINDK ;" I It " It KEYBOARD INPUT
1700 9C16 0614 ICIND ;" " " ~ " BUFFER
170F 41512 0615 IDEYFC ;RWlllTE DEFAULT
1711 5012 0616 #NOFC " NO FORMAT MODS
1713 5412 0617 INOERP " NO ERROR. PRINT
1715 3C12 0618 'LEADS · If PRINT LEADING SPACESt

0619 ;10
1717 3712 0620 ILEFTJ · " LEFT JUSTIFY PRINT•1719 4612 0621 ISPLUS · " SPACE lOR + SICH•

1777 '61£ 0672 llEHAM! ;IDAKE mE
1779 731F 0673 lNEW"EXT ; CBAHGE rn.E ~SIOH

0674 ;60
1771 5812 0675 IRElltTN ;llEllUR PllOG nOM STAaT

0676
177» 0677 DE'S 2011 ;I'oa EXPANSIOI

0678
0679 iLlST OF CALLS TO -PAIL'

179D 2D 0680 ERLST: 4SD
179£ S313 0681 fERR0...3
17AO OC14 0682 'ERRl+3
17A2 EOO7 0683 lEIUt2+3
17A4 OA08 0684 IEIUt3-+3

. . 17A6 F908 0685 lEIUl4+3;

, .

17F2 3516 0723 lEIUt42+3
17F4 E01D 0724 ID.R43+3
17F6 621E 0725 1E1Ul44+3
17FS' ESIS 0726 'ERR4S+3

0727
lOB -;lloOK roa HOII17FA 0728 DEFS.. 0129 STOPLIST: ; NO LISTS BEYOND BDi ·t

0730 ; 't'

,..
: .

i..•



PRE-DECLARED PROCEDURES

HAME SECTION-- -------
ioe pre declared identifiers
abs Standard functions

arctan It tt

eos
.. .t

entier "
..

exp
.. It

ln
.. It

sign .. It

sin
t. "

sqrt II °It

chin Input/Output
chout

.. "
read " ..
rvrite

.. tt

skip " It

text " "
write " It

..
,.

APPENDIX 1

1oc(n)

o - S
6 12
13 - 15
16 - 17
18 - 19
20 - 21
22
23 - 59
60
61 - 62

SUMMARY OF lOC CALLS

FU1\CTiON------
input/output selection
rvrite for~~t control
output file options
interrupt option ~n disk I/O
read options
file extension options
reboot CP/M on completion
linked to procedures in ALIB.ALG
rerun program from start
lUlL 380Z graphics

71
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APPENDIX 1 PROCEDUllES IN "ALII.ALa"

(to be compiled with the user'. program if required).

f1nd1nput Input/Output
findoutput .. If

rbloc:k .. ..
wbloc:k II ..
rewind It "
set! .. "
seta " "
ipoint II ..
opolnt .. ..
exflt " ..
fcbloc:k .. ..
8v118t .. "
bios It ..
cpmd .. I'
rename .. ..
newext .. "
error ltunt1me errors
location Library procedures
fapace II "
blmove .. "
peek II It

pok~ " ..
in .. ..
out .. "
dpb II ..
rd1ak .n "~

wd1ak " ..
parity " ..
shl .. ..
i.or .. It

• at'
.. "

rotl " ..
rotr " ..
randoa " ..
clarr " "

• 1 sloe: .. ..
sleD .. ..
smatcb It 'I

atext .. "
emt II ..
wait " ..
chpoa

.. It.. 't'
point If

line n "



APpn'DIX 2 INPUT/O~~PUT STRt&~S

The following table defines the stream or device numbers associated '11th
tlO cha~nels. These nucbers point to an entry in the input/output devi~£

lists w~lch contain the address of the appropr13t~ device bandlar.
V~cant sloes are av~11able for us~rs to add th~t~ o~n routines. In the
ease of disk Ciles the stream nu~bers are allocateJ dynamically by the
system (fro~ 6~ upwards). Figures in bracket3 indicAte equivalent stream
nu~ers in the'pure CP/M version.

INPUT STRE}~!S

STREA.'f NI1·1.E

-----
0 Nt:

! (4) TI:
2* (S) TTY:
:. CO:::
5 RDR:
7 TIB:

10

11* (0)
13

DEVICE

Dummy input - al~ays returns an end of
file character (CONTROL-Z).
Single character keyboard input
Teletype (5104).
CPIIi Console.
CP/M Reader.
Buffered keyboard 1~~ut. On the L~

380Z t the line edit Lng us ing the rubout
key is done =cr~ elegan~l~ t~~n for the
pure CP/M ver!ion. Used for I/O file
cOIrJl!and lines •

.Inpct from memory (see seti/seto library
procedures).
Input from VT screen (graphics Itode).
Retut'ns as the next b)'te t~le latest
runtime error number.

OUTPUT STR.E»tS

... :.

DEVICE

Dumoy output - All output 1s thrown
away.
VT Screen.
Teletype (SI04)
Lineprinter (~ 5).
CP ~·l Console.
CP I~t punch.
CP/M List device.
Output to I/O file COl:C:1nd buffer.
Output to Qemory (see seti/seto 11b~ary

procedures) • A,'

11* (0) Output t~ VT screen (graphics code).

STREAM HAl'!!-----
0 t.'1. :,
1 (4) VT:
2* (5) TTt:
3* (6) LP:
4 CON:
5 PUN:
6 LST:
7
10

* I/O only' availab le on ~IL 380Z.

Disk drlves recognised are A:, Z:, C:. and D:.

Svitch o?tl~ns recognised ara:

! Block I/O (rand~~ access).
~ Modify access (rlndoQ access write).
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APPENDIX 3

ltESTR.ICTIONS

DIFFERENCES nml THE ALGOL 60 R.EPORT

, i

. ~

: .

No OWN variables.

No multiple aS8ignments.

No integer labels.

Variables must be declared before U8e.

Call by NAKE 18 restricted to the ease where the aetual parameter 1s a
variable name, i.e. .s per call by reference in Fortran or call by
location in CORAL 66.

ArTay parameters most be called by name.

The 'fat comma' 1s not implemented.

Clues are sometimes required to lndicate the "type" in procedure
parametera and conditional atatementa.

Only the first six characters of identifier names are a1gnif1eant.

EXTENSIOBS

Data type: BTT! ARRAY.

Operators: MOD. I, DIFFElt. MAS!:.
•

Comments may be enclosed within match1nl braces e-a. (11ke this).

Procedure names may be the result of des1SDational expresa1oa8.

Additional functions include string handling, direct disk I/O, block
move, clear array, graphics, etc. See appendix 1 for the full list.



AP?E::DI:~ 4 PROCR.»'S ON THE DISTRIB:.!-r::ON DISK

~

. , .u.co1..C('~t and ~U!~.CO:-f
• The Allot cocpiler ~nd runtime syst~~.

I
f.
; ~~:J.AL(
t

s;
"

I

the .t~ndard Algol library routines.

l~S!.AtC and LCASE.ASC

This program will ~onvert Algol source £1199 WT1tte~ using
ccnvention 1 (all upper case with k~y words enclosed in qucteb)
into convention 2 (upper/lower case). The program prompts fer
input and output file names. The default file extension is
".ALC".

C~\SE.ALG and UCASE.ASC

This in the complec~Qt to LCASE.~~G just das~rlbed. Files are
converted from convention 2 into c:oc'lentioQ 1.

:~JI~1).ALG and }oniI~D.ASC

Mastermind. Game 1 allo~~ 6 colours and no blanks. Came 2 allows
6 colours anj blanks.

VDU.ALG and VDU .ASe

This p~ogram is designed as an.editing aid for cr2ating Algol
source flIes. The progr3t1 prompts for an output file name, the

-default extension is ".ALe". If the upper case conventton wi~~

key words enclosed within quotes is required then g1.ve a (~j

switch option with the file specif1,;at1on. Now stc!rt typ1n~ in
your pro~ram. The prog~am detects tangua~e ~ey words. As SOOG
as sufficient charucter~ have be~n entered to uniquel] define
the key word the progr~m will supply the rest. Corrections c~n

be made to the ~urrent line being entered using the rubout key.
Other spec1~1 keys are.

CONTROL-U
CONTROL-R
CONTROL-X

CO:~!ROL-Z

CONTROl-C

Erase the current line.
Retype the curr~nt line after cleanup.
Switch off the auto l~eTMorJ facilit:y. .1. se:.:onc
.call --ttl switch 1.t on again. t~is 31 "...ov:
strings etc. to be ent~red uithout extr~

characte=s be1~g ad~ed.

End of prosra~. cto~e file and r~tur~ to th~

start.
In response to t~e prompt for a fil~

specification will ='!t'.lrn ·control :0 cpi:~.
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